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In 1880 I superintended the construction of the two largest ships 

on the Great Lakes. ) 

In 1881 I was Captain of this Steamship "HIAWATHA", towing the 
sailing ship. "MINNEHAHA" thru some gales as here illustrated. 

It was during some of this time that I conceived the plans of the 
first LiCDOUGALL Whaleback vessels, es here illustrated, from my sketch plans. | 

In 1882 I became the agent for most of the vessels trading to 
Duluth: owners of lake ships knew me well and had much confidence,in my 
judgment. For seven years i tried to prevail upon them to help me build 
a steel ship on my plans but i could not get them to do so. 

| 
In connection with my vessel agency, I became a contracting steve- 

dore, and from my earnings, on my own land, 1 put up a small steel shipbuild- \ 
ing plant, and, with very few skilled workmen and mostly my best stevedores, | 

built the first iMcDOUGALL Whaleback’ loaded her with iron ore, and went with : 
her to Cleveland with her first cargo. Upon arrivel there an old lake ship- 3 
builder said to me, “Do you call that D--- thing a boat?" Meany similar jests te 
were made about her but she was operated for twenty years very successfully 
and finally went ashore off the coast of Nova Scotia - in a storm. Since 
1889, 46 of these vessels have proven that I was correct in my ideas, and me | 

thru an experience of 50 years, I have been teught how to improve on them | 

| now - January 2d, 1920. : * : | 

| 
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| Signt the ship at the enemy As 
and shoot torpedo or shot at him. When much less eo) ae 3 
was known of the modern war ship, the world over, ae 
and particularly so in the United States, in 1880, | , 

i ; I planned for such a vessel; and, in 1892, made 8 = 
| this boat and her 8" gun to a scale. I fired the fates ‘ 

gun many times with full charge of powder and ball a fiee.. 
at amark. No vibration or disturbance to the hull, ; | gabe i 

which at times was submerged in the after end to | eee 
the top of the after turret, so the exposed portions : Siig 

\ were small and gave a-glancing surface all around. . 1 ee 

I have this model and gun in my posession now- ‘ AS ie 

January 2d, 1920. eared 
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In 187§°I was sent to Russia on important business. I went to Wagn, — : s 

ington for my passport, letters, etc. At the Navy Yard then 1 saw the groundj} | t [ 
were covered with anchors while we had no ships for them. About ten years Vit oe & aU 
after I went again to the Navy Yard and noticed the Anchors were all gone, bj St eae ee 
put the grounds and shops were full of great steel cannon and practically Poi VE 
no mechanism to operete them. . Lu ry 2 

aa ae A 

At this time the fleet of Spanish ships were getting ready to come bee Eee rae 

over to America and this whole U. S. was much disturbed about it for we had e 5% ge of 

no war ships to defend our Coast. This and our very helpless condition very | ~~». ~ on . 
much disturbed our people. | £4 b> tir 

er § ao v Se 

Remembering the large quantity of idle cannon at the Navy Yard, I | [ be E 

thought out the following plan:- As there were so few shipbuilding plants bony Fr wy 3 
or tools on our Coast, we could help on the Great Lakes by building many PL eeu ee 
boats in knock-down form and take them by reil thru to the Coast and equip aay sl oye. 
them as illustrated by using the cannon in the bow of the boat and raise or | ~~ — 7 :. d: 
lower the breetch of the gun to give elevation and sight the ship at the ea fr Ot Bee 
enemy to shoot either shot or Seuects with great success. i engog x. 2 

En [72 Py 
At this time I had about 5000 men building steel ships and could eu eee pa ae 

quickly arouse many other shipyards to follow my plans. et ee 
pee qe oe 

About this time I was summoned to Washington to meet my principle ~~ be a 
| at Generel Miles' office. When I arrived there I found the Generel had gone | 
| to Sandy Hook to look after the big guns to be established there so my prin- ~ bs “5 ei 

| ¢@iple, Colgate Hoyt, who lived at Oyster Bay took me to see his neighbor, baa a ee br : 
| Theodore Roosevelt, who. was then Assistant Secretary of the Navy, and in ame Fi Pee" 

| explaining my plans to him, i got so little encouragement 1 abandoned my Ee E 4 oe 

| plans and went home to build merchant ships. I still have the model and ar toe oe 
think it reflects favorably on my ideas. A best ao 

| ae Zh seed 
I then built a famous passenger ship, the "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS", ~§ = = 8 | 

and on the glass of the windows I had cut the pictures here illustrated: some. 7 
of them are still intact on this fine ship I built. 28 a 

i 1 5 in <a : : a Vn
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[a 3 FIRST MCDOUGALL WHALEBACK STEAMER 1 

= "COLGATE HOYT" - 284' x 36" x 22" . ; 

a ae —— 
‘2 : : Complete weight is about One Thousand ons, carried ; 

PS i about 2700 net tons. Her Steel cost Fifty Dollers per ton. ; 

Be She had compound engines and two Scotch Boilers. Her yard H 

ee eae cost was ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLIARS. She was . © 

E the first self-trimming vessel and the cheanest carrier, and 4 

Eo Ea best towing boat of her palmy days. { 
: ee ge ES 

bee oat : Ship owners who made fun of her at first, and others | 2 
SA gee < £ 

BAe ‘i 
mo ee like her that followed became much afraid of them. a 

ee : . When the big clam shell unloading device came into i 

SS ea general use, the round deck of the whaleback was not suited : | 
Bees res * Re g 5 a oe os ee : ae eal wv Abd a. Gewititeel— forr 1S frttane fg Gerry 
Be i pe for, it. -« < é ee i 
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This McDougall Whaleback Vessel is the first sea-going, self- 4 

; trimming hatch plan. The opposite photo illustrates how the plate was ‘ 

' bolted to the deck and restored the strength lost by said opening. The ae 

; Hateh Covers were 8 x 10 feet spaced 18 foot centers. It made the deck 

; tight and secure. re 

But, the round deck and the fore and aft stringers under the ie 

edge of the hatch plate would not allow of large enough hateh for the e 5 = 

elam shell system of unloading cargo. Soe 

My Rectangular form, and large hatch, and improved coaming over- a 

4 comes the objectionable feature of the whaleback, its much simpler form “a 

suits the framing and plating as it comes from the rolling mille and reduces Le 

the time and cost of construction. Pee pS x 
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MecDOUGALL WHALE-BACKS 

Those shown on the opposite picture were of small size - 264' x 
36! = 22"5 They towed two and sometimes three consorts and they would go 
out in the stormiest weather deep loaded, when the great ships as shown 
in this picture would seek shelter. 

Wind and water alone had no bad effect on these whalebacks when 
deep loaded, and it is astonishing how little water came on these low ends 
or rounded sides in the worst weather: then, only a thin wash ever crossed 
the deck. What little water came aboard went back instantly, but helped 
to steady the ships so they would not abuse themselves. 

One lake season they carried wheat and iron ore from Duluth to 
Buffalo and Lake Erie ports and coal back 900 miles at an average cost 
each way of 42-1/3¢ per ton, on 14' draft in the Soo Canal. 

After the Canal and Channels were made deeper, they loaded as here 
illustrated - their best seagoing trim. Note the low freeboard. 

| 
Before the deep, wide channels to Lake Superior, I built 40 whale- 

back vessels, and then I made contracts to carry for 15 years the iron ores 
of the Mesaba Mines (then just discovered). Following this i helped J. D. | 
Rockefeller to get control of the mines. Soon after this I was out of the 

contracts, also the boats, which were laid up during @ prosnerous year or 

more, because of some struggle between him and Carnegie for control of un- 

developed mines and Lake tonnege. ‘he whalebacks were laid up in a part of | 

Duluth Harbor in a bunch called by bake men, the "Pig Pen". ‘hus they after- 

wards got the name of Pigs. 3 | 

In 1863 i first met Rockefeller in Cleveland. i was then Second | 
Mate of the Steamer "Iron Sides", the finest and largest then on the Great | 

takes. i think he was then no better off than myself, and I prospered until 

the time I led him into the control of the llesaba \lines, when I think he made 

more than One Hundred Millions, and I lost, without speculation, while faith- | 

ful, intelligent and full of effort for his interest for years, without one 

eines 5 )



| doller's pay, I lost nearly all I had accumlated, and then my enthusiasm was 
gone for a few years. : 

In the meantime, the channels were made deerver and wider, so that 

all classes of large vessels came to Lake Superior, and the clam shell system 
for unloading iron ore and coal was introduced: and the rounded deck of the 
whaleback was not so well suited for the great clamshell unloading, which 

: helped to stop their construction. Miore than 100,000,000 tons of the ore 
l I had under contract hes been carried by all classes of vessels; yet, none 

of it at any less cost than was done 27 years ago on 14' draft with 2,500 
| ton whaleback vessels. 

| Their experience for 50 years and my close study of their behavior, 
| also thet of all classes of vessels the world over, led me to adopt my 
| Rectangular ship form, which has all the good qualities of the whalebacks 

and many advantages over them, and all forms of ships, which the following 
| illustrations and my models, will partly explain: their cheapness of con- 
; struction and future maintenance. 

i
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MCDOUGALL WHALEBACK - —~ STRAMSHIP "PATHFINDER" 

The most successful freighter on the Great Lakes, which 

has been operating for the past twenty six years and now looks as 

good as new. 

: She carries about 5,000 tons and tows a consort which 

carries about 7,000 tons. 

| 

: | 

: |
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TWIN STHAMERS - - - "COURT" and "NSILSON 

Both of these ships, loaded like opposite picture, were among | 

the fleet of Great lake Ships in the terrible storm of 1913, when eight 

of the largest steel ships were lost with all their crews. | 

The whaleback officers told me that they did not realize the . 

; storm was so great until they read about it afterwards. i 

This picture, except the hatches on them, is a fair illustration 

of the 46 whalebacks I planned for. (Originally they had numenous smalier | 

plate hatches without coamings as in the picture, made larger for clam shell | 

unloading). ail iO sie - | 
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MCDOUGALL WHALEBACK - - - "CITY OF EVERETI" 

_ $65' x 42' x 26' and drawing 21; loaded with famine food for — ; 

. starving Hindus, ready to leave for Caleutta. 

She has eabins on turrets to accommodate 20 passengers and 

crew. 

Up to 1919 she is the only U. S. merchant steamship which i ; 

sailed around the world or through the Suez Canal. 4 

She has been towing barges across the North Atlantic for 4 

several years snd has now (1919) been at sea for twenty five years, 

and is still in good condition. : : 4 
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MCDOUGALL WHALSBACK PASSENGER STEAMER "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS" ON TRIAL TRIP-1893 : 

Probably the lergest number of people on one vessel - Over 7,000 passengers ~ 

During the summer of 1892 some wealthy men asked me to make plans for 

some novel vessel for the Chicago Wotdé's Fair, and on the 26th day of August 
1892, I submitted them plans and price, and on that day closed a contract for 

tne Steamer "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS", with a guarantee that she would be launched 

in three months, and that she would be able to make 20 miles per hour easily, 

and also be able to take on board 5,000 passengers inside of five minutes and 

unload them in less time. 

On August 26, 1892, no work had been started or even contracted for 

covering the construction of such ship: the steel for her hull wes either in 

Ppillets, pig iron or ore. We had just built ten whalebacks at once, launch- 

ing one each Saturday for eight succeeding Saturdays and on the ninth Satur- 

day, we launched two whaleback steamers and one steel tug. 

On September 7th the first part of her material for construction ; 

came into our yard at Superior, and that day the first work on construction { 

was begun. On the 3d of December she was launched, with all her boilers and 

machinery on board. Fully two weeks' time was lost waiting for some of her 

steel plates and shapes, yet this was the quicrest larse ship construction ‘ 

ever known of in any country. During her construction, because of her novel 

form, shipbuilders and vessel men generally questioned her stability and use. { 

The opposite picture illustrates the confidence I had in my calculations. Over 

7,000 passengers were allowed on board on the trial trip. During 1893 at the . 

Word's Fair, she carried 1,700,000 people, and she has run as én excursion 

boat from Chieago to Milwaukee ever since. She makes twenty miles ner hour : 

easily. About 20 years ago there was another deck and row of staterooms ; 4 

added to her height, and she is still as steady as a chrrch, looks as good as 

new; and is opersted by the Goodrich Iransnortation Company between Chicago i 

and Milwaukee. For the last 25 years, during July end August, every fine ‘ ; 

Saturday and Sunday she has carried about 4000 passengers, that being her : 

Government allowance. About three years ago, a passenger ship in Chieago ; ny 

ie 2 harbor rolled over and drowned many people, which caused distrust in excursion 

steamers. To show her stability, the owmers of the "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS" 

(over)



Ee invited the public on many other steamers ard boats out in Leake 

Michigan opposite Chicago, where the Columbus, with 4,000 sacks 

i of sand and 300 men were placed all on one side, and on the 

o different decks, where passengers on one side could stand: then 

with a large tow line from her bow and a powerful tug, she was 

i whirled about in the lake and there much satisfied the rublic 

for her patronage continued. 

Before she was built, I had made a beautiful model of her, 

it having an electric battery for power and loaded it with weight 

: to represent passengers on her three decks. 
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: i ‘ A pieture of the men who built the "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS" mars a 

: in less than three months without cranes or pneumatic tools. The hence : 

= pair of mules hoisted all ‘the steel, which was made from ore, pig : : 3 

iron or billets while building her. a 1 

i . 3 : ‘ : a ‘ 
R 4 ‘ iq oe i ie 

sas ‘ _ Whe engines and boilers were put in through her sides. <3 ae he 

Teas ae A special train with ten cars of Chicago World's Fair boomers x ae 

came to Superior to see her launched December 3, 1892. 3 3 ee i ee 
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Very soon after Josephus Daniels was appointed Secretary of our 
Navy, he appointed a Naval Consulting Board of Civilians. ) 

I immediately wrote to Thomas A. Edison, Chairman of the Boaré, 
sending him a blueprint of this sketch plan. Three times he would not 
accept my registered letters. I got a friend to tell him about it, and 
he advised my friend that I should get some patents first. I then took 
my plans and models to New York and prevailed on Mr. Robins, Secretary 
of the Consulting Board to come and see my plans. I also got Mr. Snyrague, 
another member of that Consulting Board to come and see my plans. But, 
in all their actions, I thought ! saw in it some dissatisfaction as to 
their positions. : 

So I wrote the Secretary of the Navy sending him a copy of 
this picture and my correspondence to Mr. Edison that he would not accept 
and an explanation of it. A short pleasant reply from Mr. Daniels saying 
he turned it over to Mr. Taylor, who in a very short time wrote to me 
saying, "The Bureau has made a careful study of your ideas as contained 
in these papers, and while appreciating your interest in submitting your 

carefully thought out ideas and plans, regrets to inform you that this 

scheme does not appear to offer such advantages as to make is a practical “z 

proposition. ----- Further investigation of this scheme does not, however, z 

appear warranted." i 
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HS 

THE BIRTH-PLACE OF THE FIRST RECTANGULAR SHIP . 

| 
Built on a sand bar ash heap with no solid foundation or 

buildings but those shown in the picture (shed and blacksmith shop) . 

and mostly common labor in less than four months. 

: When finished, a very prominent ship man said, while ) 

walking on her deck, "Mark, 'This side up'". Any man can build 

a box, but it takes a cooper to build a barrel. 

The next ship built on this spot was of the Fredrickstad 

type, regular tramp. For her construction it required furnaces, 

rolls and a lot of expensive large tools, more time and cost to 

puild her; this ship of same length and beam as the Rectangular : 

ship; although of smaller size frame and same plating, weighed 200 : 

; . tons more and carried 500 tons less than the Rectangular ship. 
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This steel model afloat is made on 1/8" scale. It 
is full of coal and has ten holes open on each side, and 
each hole 8' in diameter. 
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the square can is equal to two sections of the shin 
model herewith. It has two 8 ft. holes on each side 
and full of coal afloat. 

The other is an ordinary coffee ean full of coal, the 
bottom covered by wire netting. Note. what a high side 
out of water. : 

Anyone .coubting these facts can at home prove it by 
a coffee can afloat in a bath tub.
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The above plan represents ® ship 300' x 43' x 24'. It has nine cargo sta 

compartments of about 500 ton each. Note the strong air tight hatch cover 

over each compartment. Mo or three torpedoes through this ship would not 

E sink her. 
ae 

Practically a duplicate of this was offered to the United States Govern-  ~ ve 

ment in 1915. _ 
bs
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THE MCDOUGALL RECTANGULAR SHIP - STEAMER "R. L. BARNES" = 

Capacity about 4000 net tons - 258" x 43' x 24! | 

The first rectangular ship, built at a blacksmith shop with mostly 
common labor in less than four months. It has portable, removable superstruc- 

ture, so as to pass under fixed span bridges of the New York Canals. { 

She was built 42' short to pass thru the Welland Canal enroute to 
New York via Oswego. | 

Some improvement will be made on other ships of her kind - with 

. smaller deck-house 300' long, to carry about 5000 net tons at sea. They | 

promise to be the future ship for inland and ocean navigation and with the j 

least initial cost and future maintenance, also with greatest safety. They 

may be made any size, if not required for canal use. | 

The numerous, large hatches through the decks of great ships weaken 

their longitudinal and torsional strength. The McDougall bolted hatch cover 

and center girder restore the strength lost in other ships, and this will allow | 

us a longer ship, easier pushed thru the water. Our plan for the loaded ship 

among big waves is to compromise with the waves and invite them on board, 

which will help to keep the ship from abusing herself and thus go faster with 

less power. | 

When deep loaded, it is astonishing how little water would board 

the MCDOUGALL Whalebacks among big waves, end we find still less on the square | 

cornered, strdight smooth deck of the Steamer "R, L, BARNES", and only a thin } 

wash ever crosses the deck, which instantly runs off. 

Our plan permits of carrying much water ballest when going without 

cargo, and, they having so little buoyancy under cargo when deep loaded, are 

much safer than other ships with greater air space under cargo when deep loaded. 

: For canal use, the stem is fitted to hold a motor and wheel for 

pushing to bow around sharp bends in the canal and when not in the canal, it i 

can be stored in the fore peak. / 

; incense
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The Mc DouGALL Rectangular Ship 
| Steamer “R. L. BARNES” - 258’x 43’ x 24’ 

Capacily aboul 4000 net tons. 

i ge LOADED WITH WHEAT:
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The sea-going canal boat, “R. L. Barnes.” Length 258 ft., breadth 43 ft., depth 24 ft. 

Ne : oa 
) A Sea-Going Canal Boat ae 

From the Lakes to Atlantic Ports by the New York State Barge Canal 
A 

M ANY of us will remember the advent of the ““whale- rectangular cross-section of the ship and the absence of within a few inches of its flat deck, is not rolling and 

back” at about the period of the Chicago Expozi- any fairing away of the lines toward the bow and stern, pitching, and it is astonishing how very liitle water 

tion, and some of us at that time must have traveled which are strictly wedge-shaped. The flat floor extends come aboard. The scow is comparatively still until her 

on the ‘Christopher Columbus,” a huge, 20-knot, whale- from stem to stern, and the cross sections of the vessel, cargo is dumped through her bottom; when she im~ { 

back passenger ship, which had a capacity of 5,000 even at a few feet from the stem show an absolutely mediately commences rolling and pitching.” The 

people. - rectangular form, with parallel sides. original idea of the whaleback was based upon these 

The unusual and very original sea-going canal boat The builder claims that this type of construction is not observations and led to the construction of the “R. L. 

shown in our illustrations was built by Captain McDougal only very cheap and conducive to rapid erection, but Barnes” and her type. | 

of Duluth, the originator of the whaleback type of ship. that it gives a maximum amount of ¢argo capacity, and With a view to reducing the depth of the ship to 

In view of the approaching comrletion of the Erie Canal, also provides a vessel that is unusually seaworthy. facilitate its passing under bridges on the canal, the | 

it occurred to Captain McDougal that great economics in It will be noted that the “‘R. L. Barnes” has no bilge depth of the double bottom is kept as low as rracticable 

transportation would be effected, if a type of vessel were keels; the effect of these being secured by the square and longitudinal strength is assured by the provision of a 

designed which would be capable of making continuous — bilges. Furthermore, the deck, which is slightly crowned central longitudinal bulwark. Additional longitudinal 

lake and ocean voyages, in the course of which, by _ is perfectly straight from stem to stern, and there are no strength is afforded by the system ot hatches, the covers 

certain quickly-made adjustments, she could be stripped —_ bulwarks. of which consists of a single flat plate which, when in 

for the passage from the Lakes to the Atlantic and vice The designer, who is an old steamship captain with place, lies flush with the deck and is belted down by 

versa, by way of the State Barge Canal. The economic long experience on the Lakes, in speaking of seaworthi- _ closely-spaced one-inch hatch bolts, watertightness 

advantages of being able to ship a cargo of freight from _ ness said: ‘‘I have had opportunity to study the behavior being secured by hemp or rubber gaskets. 

Duluth to Atlantic ports or across the ocean to Europe of very large flat-bottomed, flat decked, square-shaped The captain of the ship assures us that her seagoing 

need no elaboration. dumping mud scows, while they were being towed in qualities are most excellent. She was caught in a recent 

If the builder is correct in his calculations, the solution rough weather. When the towing steamer is pitching very heavy northeasterly gale off the Long Island coast, 

of this problem is found in the freighter ““R. L. Barnes,” and rolling heavily, the mud scow, which is loaded to and when other ships within sight were making heavy 

which forms the subject of weather of it this vessel was 

our illustrations. The limit- = remarkably steady, the seas 

ations of size are of course making a clean sweep acrcss 

those of thecanal locks, which her deck and little water re- 

are 320 feet long, 45 feet wide ae —_—__ oe maining aboard. The deck 

and can accommodate vessels | ae Me rat Le om : houses forward and aft are ve 

of 12 feet draft. The “R. L. as Sie | . built in bolted-up sections 
Barnes” is 25814 feet long . Sint et anar Raoeec ee aie ss Wf eae nS and are heavily bolted to 

by 43 feet beam and 24 feet ct bes Pa ee framing that forms part of 

deep from top deck to keel. \ ES 3 the deck structure. Here, e 

Tn the desien.f the vessel, | pee ee ey | EO, in 8 truco 
principal results: First, a 4 "ee |_K Sry attention should be paid to 

ship of maximum cargo- ON = | mite | | ean insure that these connec- q 
y it geome UU || ae tions are sufficiently hi \ 

carrying Rapecky oh CO UG ArthooocceaSao eeomeecoccocooooceoco Roce el Hey HAY: 
moderate dimensions; Latah cease Senay to stand up against the full 
secondly, a vessel which i impact of Atlantic seas. 

could utilize standard steel So : Bie lOwaeee rey aecnee t ‘ The dimensions of the 

shapes in its construction, : Lac hea. ee 7 i \ ' —. R. L. Barnes” are: Length, 

and that would require a ° fem FE EF] i ‘ ' ! 258% feet; beam, 43 feet; 
minimum amount of shop ‘me ven (ESIC) | i i ' ic depth, 24 feet. 

work at the shipyard; and a ALE TS 11 t ‘ : 3 As showing the cheapness 

thirdly, so to construct the i Ed ' ' t Hiss and simplicity of* construc- 

upper works, smokestacks, See | ; ‘ i ' tion, Mr. McDougal wriles : 

masts, etc., so that these E Wi eRe us that the ‘““R. L. Parnes” 

could quickly be removed V awbe DERI DIAN, was built without the use of I 

and placed in the hold; and eat [hl es bending rolls or furnace. ‘ 

the vessel, as thus stripped, a ate! U Noh aw The only furnace was a fire 

be capable of clearing the é , x oat: | a hak abe: rH : > in a blacksmith shop to heat | 

bridges and overhead struc- ole Boa} fo (GE a few plates for the stern of 

tures of the State Barge N Uy Sa | | N 1D the ship. The erection was 

Canal. Ba Sal Hi ioe A done by a courle of electric 
The most striking and ~ASLE Os p | Punter | p= derricks. which hcisted the 

novel feature about the ‘“R. - - } frames and plates into place. 

L. Barnes” is the strictly Inboard profile, deck and hold plans of the “R. L. Barnes’”’ Aftcr the ship was built, the 

(
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two traveling der- oa aon - ea combat are certain-| | v i = ‘ 2S ee : 
ticks, which are F. fe ee _ | “ly not unlike the 

mounted on wheel, | 7 : were ee aS 
were oiste on e a ee oe | |: in a box. econ- | 

zoNE ; EE i Tee Fe MO Ns et GS te : ei 
board and are now iv ae oa a ae ee, a . oe Ae ning tower, in which ! 

uted for loading | AQP om ~—t—“<‘ ot 
and unloading the Ve i i ee a 2 |. entered from above |, 

ship. Their width ¥ 4 eS pao WL ie Re featanced ae 

is eo os Ht : - We aS ‘ a be SS 7 J 

trave lown eac Fa ee ee Na reported that ob- \\' 

side of the ship on eS ew servations even at 

r dj ea z — OS ee ee MO : A 
the space between rl ot moe ee a il a oct DD yak moderate range, is t 

the ends of the | ji = eeemora L : = oo all : difficult owing to \ 
3 ae) eR . eg AE ae cas eee o { 

an nee ae ae” Ps et —— es Se : eer naa defects. } 

ny oe =e rai a Cae a ey s r e . : . ; 

0 e ship. Ss gy mst “ or out 0 e steel 

they move from 2 eit ok 4 2 ae box by means of 

hatch to hatch they Spe We oe ati 5 two doors on either 

Siena ee e On the ways; note wedge-shaped bow and flat bottom Driving into a heavy sea eda piers anally 
heavy eyebolts in space within the \ 

the deck. The cur- tank is utilized to 

rent is furnished to them through cables the utmost; in fact, folding chairs are | 

leading from a gencrator in the engine : saa STigpstemectoseesvan genome neem oe Poasead oe mounted on the inside of the doors and } 

room. a 14 ropes are hanging from the ceiling in order * 

The “R. L. Barnes” is an example of t a | to provide “straps” for the crew after the | 4 

utility carried to the utmcst limis; and one A | 4 fashion of a crowded street car. 

misses, of course, the graceful sheer and By | k All in all, the Panzerkraftwagen, aside 

the faired-out lines of the standard type of Ise \ from an invlosed pear box which reduus * f~ 

‘ship; bu after cil, this vesscl is merely eae eeinnt er nen mE teem te aaa et nee eer ee the possibility of the gears getting clogged 

the logical and ultimate development of KS irexgan. cmnner \ ve = : with mud and dirt, presents no great im- 

the typical Great Lakes freishter with 1S 3 k provement over French and British tanks b. 

its moderate sheer, i's long line cf hatches, i ; q which have fallen into the hands of the vA 

and its deck houses concentrated at the KE att 4 Germans. If anything, it is merely more 

extreme ends of the ship. In this age of x pzceume iH 4 cumbersome through lack of proper materi- 

insistent and encrmous demand for ships, “Sh 3} | : -als, and therefore a poorer fighter. 

the ‘“R. L. Barnes” certainly offers at- A oi i 5 a 
GeuCTe Sfeatuseh in her ehean frst cost, ele a Pees el ahaa Face Camouflage for the Night Raider 

great rapidity of erection, and large cargo- flo 0 0. 0 00000000, 0 0, 0,0}! T is not in the massed attacks upon 
carrying capacity. She probably will find po 0 0 9 O90 ee 2 g S oni I trenches and the pitched battles in the 

it easier to breast the gales of the Great Sak MIDSHIP._ SECTION s open that the real adventure is to be found 

a and the coo Yea mci! Midship section; note square bilges and central bulkhead va the ae ay br most ae 
eadway against the currents of incredulity les come from the small parties of men 

and the heavy seas of human conservatism and hostility considerable thickness because of the evident lack of who go forth at nightfall into No Man’s Land, bent on \ 

- tothe thing that is novel. steel in Germany, and that in turn makes for a cumber- oe destruction of enemy positions, the capture of guns 
i‘ some, if not inefficient, tank. and other trophies, and, withal, prisoners. For the 

6 F 3 ? . 
The “Panzerkraftwagen”: A German Version As for armament, one 47 mm. or 1.85-inch rapid-fire motive nine-tenths of the time #8 10; beduseetnformation 

of the Tank cannon is mounted for direct fire ahead, and six machine on enemy activities. Great risks are taken, but the 

dhe much heralded ‘‘Panzerkraftwagen,” or German guns mounted in pairs are placed at the sides and the information gained may mean the saving of many 

tank, made its debut in fair numbers in the great rear. The 18 men of the crew have none toomuch room _ hundreds of lives and the winning of a battle or campaign. ; 

attack of March 2ist last. One of these tanks slipped in this 23-foot tank, and the conditions during actual Everything depends upon secrecy in night raiding. { 

into a stone quarry and turned over on its —— - - - - - aa The slightest noise, such as the clashing 

side, and a subsequent advance by French |/ i D-, ineae i ee ee se | of a steel helmet against barbed-wire | 

troops placed this German machine well pec : a — Wee seat eg entanglements or a cough or grunt, may i 

within Allied lines where it could be studied || ce i | __ bring a volley of rifle and machine-gun fire \ 

at leisure. : 2 . eS oes ie Se al upon the raiders with disastrous results to 

The German version of the tank is a Bee tes; | S Shan a Set them. It also follows that the face and 

ponderous affair, quite in keeping with the ft Reges oe . hands must be blackened, in order that 

“‘kolossal”? tendencies of the Teutons. It t : vgs > e ede] ; = ey g they will not betray the raider in moonlight 

weighs 45 tons, and carries a crew of i , wa ip a, bi ' : or even starlight. 

18. In general appearance it follows the 5 - a - fi pee oad fe Be = With a well prepared plan, the night 

French rather than the English design of oe ae Hes . ~ raiders go about their business with great { 

tank, but is far larger than anything yet a4 oe As hs wf - >... — qa precision and dispatch, for much depends {) 

attempted by the Allies with the exception eee | lt mae BO i. Ad upon speed in such work. Often enemy [| 

of the American steam-driven tanks which, — ees . eS eee 7 ie bis et patrols are encountered in the blackness ,, 

\ at this writing, ‘have not yet been in action. % ~~ Pr 24 fs t ‘ ft daa a Pe) No Man’s Land, and the ensuing battle 

Following the practice of the French and <> ~~ AS A eas in Pas che Ne a, 2 oe \ - must be fought with bayonet, trench knife | 

British tank crews, the Germans have = ¥ Re = Fs C4 es i is Sey S| EG and fists; for neither side can fire for fear \ 

named each of the Panzerkraftwiigen. In a4 é pte Fo lin Xe of killing its own men and drawing , 

the case of the captured tank it bears the Be et SQeera i 4 fire from the enemy trenches. Indeed, it 

name ‘‘Elfriede,” and carries on all sides a a re ae = requires the strongest morale to engage in 

istic Maltese ss of the i | ee a. Shoe a combat of this kind, knowing that it is a 

a ee te ane varies Ls i Fis eS Re question of cold steal and ee! \ 

from 1.2 inches for the front plates to .64 Copyright, Underwood and Underwood with the imminent, danger of machine guns 4 

inch on the sides and .8 inch at the rear. Rear view of the German tank, showing the coil of cable and rifles on either side opening up in 

The steel employed must be applied in carried on the roof force at any moment. i 
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| 
Picture from my 1919 model 1/8" scale for a full stzed sea- 

roing canal boat 300' x 43' x 25’. | 

It embodies some improvements on the steamer "R. L. Barnes" 

such as to center girder, only to between deck for elevator convenience; : | 

smaller sectional deck house, each section or part fitted with ring bolts 

for quickly removing superstructure, windlass elevated, hawse pines passing 

up through the deck and chain entering the turret to the windlass: tip 

over canal operating perts such as masts, pilot house, smoke stack, 

whistle, etc., improved upon., also finer lines both sides, and greater 

earrier. 
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| TRUNK HATCH TYPE - - - SEA GOING CANAL BOATS. == ‘ 

| This Trunk Hatch Type sea-going canal boat will have 

| an elevated trunk from forward to after end of cabin. On top 

of this trunk are the McDougall Hatch Plate Covers. The trunk 

to have an elevation of about thirty inches, thus leaving a 

clear deck on each side of it about seven feet wide, so men 

on deck, when passing under the bridges in the canal, can squat 

to safely pass under the bridges. 

: This elevetion will allow of the movable deck hoisters 

to be stored on deck by removing the masts and booms. é
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This Rectangular ship 430' x 43' x 26' is about of the pronortion 
of the Great lakes Steel Ships (10 beams for length). She is intended for 
leke use, or to be eut in two to go through Canadian Canals with all her 
superstructure on and then put together for eeneral ocean service; also 
intended to carry 8000 net tons, or she can go through the New York Barge 
Canal by cutting in two and removing the superstructure. 

Such a ship can be made deeper and loneer with the same beam to 
| carry 10,000 net tons and go thru the Canadian Canal, or of any size, if 

built on the ocean coast. 

The many, large steel shins on the Great Llekes, 600' x 60' x 34' 
| are built to carry 12,000 gross tons on 20' and driven 10 miles per hour 
| loaded and 12 miles ver hour without cargo, and having only 2000 H. P. 

Our ship is intended to have all these advantages and do the same on the 
oceans with greater safety. 

\ She may be fitted with a jury mast sail plan, fitted in sockets 

for numerous smell masts with fitted leg of mutton sails that can be furled 
around the mast and portable so on long voyage the ship may save fuel or, 

| if the machinery breaks down, she may sail to rnort or repair. 

She may also be fitted with the "MCDOUGALL" bow canal steering 
wheel, which adjusted to the stemw can be used if rudder is lost, and, : 

| when not needed, is stored in the fore end of the shin. 

| Sy ae . <a y ’ 7 2 S a -
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[ 8000 TON SHIP : 

F The large lake ship is the cheapest carrier of heavy cargo known 
F in the world. Many of them are 600' long 60¢@ beam and 34' deep, carrying 

about 10,000 or 12,000 tons of cargo at an average sreed, loaded, of 10 
statue miles per hour, and without cargo, 12 to 14 miles per hour with only 

f about 2,000 H. P. : ey 
i } 

| Some of them make weekly round trips with cergo of iron ore from 
: Duluth to Lake Erie ports 900 miles and come back without cargo. ; 

be This long hull pushes easily through the water: the many large 
e hatches allow of quick loading and unloading but their plan and strength 

fh as now in use would not do on the ocean as on the Great Lekes. 

; Ships, as per this plan, are intended to have all the advantages 
i of the large le@kes and also the ocean-going necessary strength and safety. 

4 fhe opposite picture is taken from my model, made to a true scale 
E for a ship 430‘ x 43' x 26' and, with a center girder from keel to the between 
Be decks, this would give a ship of about 8,000 net tons that can be cut in 
Le two to go through the New York Canal to the sea, or, if to go through the 

: Canadian Canal and cut in two, can be made deeper and longer to carry 10,000 f 
bs tons. - 

Be CENTER GIRDGR RECTANGULAR SHIP 

ra a7o' x43! =. 30". 420 x 40° x 60° Box -- 57" tone per 24. 
Be Displacement, or as follows:- ; 5 x 
“a Weight of ship - net tons - 2500 - 43! 

F Weight of cargo e L1TO00 — =193" 
: aol Recerved Buoyancy 3400 -_6' / 

: Total displecement 
lee 3 16900 - 30' , :
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

ALEXANDER McDOUGALL, OF DULUTH, MINNESOTA. 5 

SHIP-HATCH. 

1,270,428. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented June 25, 1918. 

Application filed September 22,1917. Serial No. 192,690. 

| To all whom it may concern: Securely fixed to the deck 1 and about the 
Be it known that I, Arexanper McDov- edges of the hatch openings 2 is the low flat 

GALL, a citizen of the United States, residing metal bar 3 forming the hatch coaming, the 
at Duluth, in the county of St. Louis and upper face of which is inclined downwardly 60 

5 State of Minnesota, have invented certain away from the hatch around the entire sur- 
new and useful Improvements in Ship- face thereof and provided with a plurality 
Hatches, of which the following is a specifi- of hatch bolt holes 4 which are spaced to 
cation, reference being had therein to the ac- register with similar holes 5 in the hatch 

'  companying drawing. cover 6 when the latter is in place, the holes 65 
10 This invention consists of certain novel in the cover, being plain straight holes, and 
' and useful improvements in ship hatchesand those in the coaming, being internally screw 

_ the method of making same water and air threaded for receiving the similarly formed 
i tight and relates particularly to a class of hatch bolts 7, and each hole in the coaming 

ship constructed with a view of receiving the being provided with a drain slot or limber 70 
(15 wash of waves upon her deck while at sea 8, all of which construction is similar to that 

and upon which type of ship a number of known in the prior art, except that the pack- 
patents have been recently issued to me. ing 9, which is let into the upper face of 

j The specific form of hatch and coaming the hatch coaming 3, is lotta upon the 
| to which this invention is peculiarly appli- inner side of the row of hatch bolt holes, 75 

20 cable is such as that disclosed in my United instead of upon the outer side as shown in 
States Patent Number 1,199,802, dated Oct. my patent above referred to, and which loca- 

| 8rd, 1916 and entitled Ship hatch. tion herein disclosed forms an important 
f The principal object. of the invention is part of my present invention. In practice 

to provide means and disclose a method by the placing of fixed strips of rubber outside 80 
25 which such hatches may be made quickly and of the row of holes has proven to be defective 

securely water and air tight, not. only for in that it becomes sibel thee certain con- 
the purposes of ordinary maritime com- ditions for air or water to work through the 
merce, but to provide against sinking of the holes about the bolts and eventually into the 
ship in the event of accident or damage by hatchway, but when the packing is placed 85 

80 acts of warfare. inside of the row of holes, such action of the 
Other objects and advantages of the inven- water or air becomes impossible. 

tion will appear in the further disclosure of Within the upper inclined face of the 
same. coaming 8, close to the inner edge of the 

Referring to the accompanying drawings line of bolt holes 4 and continuous around 90 
35 forming part of this application and in the entire hatch is formed a groove or chan- 

which like reference characters designate nel 20, it being preferably wider at the bot- 
: like parts: tom than at the oP, and of a size to snugh 

Figure 1 is a top plan view of a fragmen- hold the round cord or packing 9 and which 
| __ tal portion of the deck of a vessel equipped latter is of a size to be Hudity removed at 95 
| 40 with the general form of hatch cover and any time and replaced by a new one. 
\ coaming disclosed in my patent above re- The groove 20 is preferably of a size and 

ferred to, one of the hatch covers being shape similar to that known in the art in 
partly removed from its respective opening, which rubber or other packing material is 

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional athwartships permanently embedded, but, as before stated, 100 
45 view through a portion of one of the hatch its location and relation to the bolts 7 is one 

.. covers and the hatch coaming, of the essential features of my present in- 
Fig. 3 is a similar view taken fore and vention. 

aft the hatch and centrally thereof illustrat- Within this groove is removably placed 
ing the manner of adjusting the hatch cover, the cord or packing 9 which is preferably 105 

50 and round in form and which may be a common 
; Fig. 4 is a similar though fragmental view rope suitable for the purpose or a specially 
' illustrating the manner BF sale the hook prepared packing, it being. placed in the 

for moving the hatch covers fore and aft. groove with the ends thereof abutting each 
1 represents the deck of the vessel and 2 other. The groove being angular in form 110 

55 the hatch openings therein, which are com- and the packing round permits of greater 
_. mon in the art. -  seope of the elastic property of the packing
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and when damaged or becoming inefficient hatches, two similar pegs 14, they acting as 
from any cause maybe quickly removedand stops to the hatch cover for properly posi- } 
replaced by a new one. tioning same. \ 

To further insure a tight joint between Asa means for drawing the hatch covers 
5 the coaming and the hatch cover and to pro-- to or from the coaming, I have illustrated 70_ 

vide ‘against the necessity of having'to force the clip 15 fastened centrally to each for- 
compressed air within the hull of the vessel ward and after edge of the hatch cover, the 
when danger of sinking occurs, which would free end of said clip being inclined up- 
require an. ccogilicnaicn tight hatch joint, I wardly from a plane with the top of the 

10 have. provided a.smaller flexible cord -10, cover and having a suitable hole 16 there- 75 
such.as cotton or the like, which is placed through to admit of ready application of the 
between the hatch cover and the coaming line-hook 17 and by which the cover may be 
and inside of the packing.9, as illustrated in manipulated fore and aft of the vessel. 
Fig..2:of the drawings. This cord would Adjacent each forward and after edge 

15 ordinarily be put in. place after the cover-is of the coaming 3 and centrally thereof. is se- 80 
positioned over the coaming and.as is ob- curely riveted to the deck 1 a small piece of 
vious may be so placed by holding one end plate 18 having a hole 19 therethrough 
fixed and passing the other around the entire which hole should approximately register 
hatch and drawing it tightly into the crack with the hole 16 in the corresponding clip 15 

20 between the cover andthe coaming until the above same when the hatch cover is in ee 85 | 
two ends are crossed one over the other when on the coaming. When these holes do not | 
the hatch bolts 7 are put in place and the properly register a small hand bar such as 
cover, screwed tightly upon the cord and illustrated at 21, which may be a bar for the 
the packing. As a still further precaution purpose or’ the shank ced of the wrench 

25 against aio of air or water, I have illus- used in applying and removing the hatch 90 
trated a second loose and larger cord 11 bolts, is inserted through the hole 16 in the 
which may be placed in position after the hatch cover clip and the end engaged within 
hatch bolts have been applied and which are the hole 19 in the plate 18. : 
pinched ‘simultaneously with the smaller When thus applied, a comparatively 

30 cord 10 and the packing 9 when the bolts are slight movement of the bar in any desired 95 
screwed home. horizontal direction will move the hatch = | 
_It.is evident that with care the cord 10 cover slightly and by which the holes in the 

might be placed. about the coaming before cover and the coaming are easily made to 
the hatch cover is drawn into position, but, properly register for application of the 

85 in,practice, I.prefer to employ the method hatch bolts. 100 
first. described. Tn this manner the clips 15 are made to 

Adjacent the sides of the hatch coaming 3 perform a double function both of which 
across the.ends of the hatches and in a con- are very essential in the practical manipu- 
tinuous line intermediate of the hatches, is lation of the hatch covers. 

40 securely fixed to the deck 1, either by rivet- Tt is known in the art that in the success- 105 
ing or bolting thereto, a plurality of guide ful use of a large hatch cover operated as a 

Regs 12. These pegs are preferably cylin- single unit some fore and aft supports in 
rical in shape and are slightly round on the hatchway become necessary and these I 

top to form as smooth and yieldableengage- have illustrated at 22 as removable strong- 
45 ment as possible with the hatch covers when backs and which may be installed or re- 110 

contacting same and are spaced a slight dis- moved as desired. 
tance outside of the norma! path of the hatch While I have illustrated the flexible loose 
cover. These pegs act.as guides to the hatch cords which are not let into the coaming as 
cover to prevent them becoming materially being in combination with a larger packing 

50 dislodged from. proper alinement either cord which is let into the coaming it is evi- 115 
while upon the coaming or when being dent that either separately might prove sufli- 
moved to.or from same. In the preferred cient for the conditions in Fant and that 
arrangement of hatches as illustrated in largely depending upon the service in which 
Fig. 1 the distance between the hatch open- the vessel was eheaged, but it has proven in 

55 ing is somewhat greater than the width of practice to be very desirable to use the loose 120 
a. single opening and I have illustrated in cords within the joint when a permanently 
sueh space adjacent one hatch open ne two fixed rubber packing is used as in my former 
pegs 13—18 as securely fixed to the deck 1 patent ‘above referred to. 

ri which act as stops for the hatch cover, Thus I have provided a simple, cheap and 
60 which is drawn against same, to prevent the efficient form of water and air tight hatch, 125 

cover from being entirely withdrawn from the same being exceedingly inexpensive, easy 
the coaming for obvious reasons, and there of application and adjustment and one’ that 

“** ‘are also-fixed to the deck and in close prox- restores to the deck of the ship when bolted 
dmity ‘to the edge of each hatch toward in place a wiform yieldable structure over 

65 ‘which the cover is drawn when closing the the entire area of the deck and forms little 13(
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or no obstruction to the water when the deck 5: The herein deseribed method of mak- 
is awash. ing a water and airtight hatch cover joint 

While I have shown'the hatch coverasbe- in)which a space occurs intermediate of the 
ing composed of a single metal plate, it is cover and the coaming, of placing ‘a flexible 

5 evident that the same maybe built up.of a cord: within’ such space and wholly about 70 
plurality of plates if desired and that vari- the hatch before: binding the hatch cover 
ous other modifications of the specific con- and coaming together whereby the cord be- 
struction illustrated and within the scope of comes tightly impinged intermediate of the 
the invention may be resorted to without de- cover and coaming and etlectually cabks such 

10 parting from the spirit thereof. joint. { i 75 
Having thus described my invention, what — 6. Dhe hevein deseribed method of mak- 

T claim as new and desire to secure by Let- img a water and ain tight hatch cover joint 
ters Patent, is: in which a graduated space occurs imterme- 

1. Tn a ship hatch the combination with a diate of the cover:and the coaming and: the 
15 low flat hatch coaming having an upper'sw- two held together by screw bolts, of holding 80 

face inclined downwardly fromothe hatch atone corner of the hatch one end Of a flexi- 
opening, a packing embedded within such ble cord, passing around ithe hatch: with the 
surface and a hatch cover, of hatch bolts opposite end cof the cord and haying. it 

passing through the cover and engaging the snugly fit into the graduated space on) all 
20 coaming outside of the packing. four’ sides of the hatch, then crossing the $5 

2. A ship’s hatch comprising in combina- ends:of the cord at the first mentioned cor- 
tion a low flat coaming about the hatch,said mer ofithe hatch and drawing the cover down 

coaming having an upper surface inclined _ upon the cord by means of the screw 
downwardly from the hatch and:carrying a bolts: 

25 packing embedded within the inélinied sur- + '%/ In a ship’s: hatch, the combination with 90 

face, a hatch cover covering the’entite open- alow flat hatch 'coaming having an upper 
ing and the upper surface of the coaming, surface inclined downwardly from the 

balts passing through the ‘hatch cover and hatch’ opéning; >of an ‘angularly: shaped 
into the coaming outside of the packing-‘and’» groove formed in the upper surface of the 

30 a row of upstanding guiding pegs fixed to coaming and ee around the hatch, a 95 

the deck adjacent each end of the hatch and removable round packing within the groove, 
intermediate of same for guiding the hatch a row of bolt holes adjacent the groove and 
covers as they are moved to ot from the upon the outer side thereof in respect to the 

hatches. hatchway, a hatch cover having holes regis- 
35 3. A ship’s hatch comprising in combina-  terable with the holes in the coaming and 100 

tion a low flat coaming, said coaming having bolts in the holes for holding the cover 
an upper surface inclined downwardly from tightly upon the coaming and the packing. 
the hatch and carrying a resilient packing 8. In a ship’s hatch, the combination with 
embedded within the inclined surface, a a low flat hatch coaming having an upper 

40 hatch cover for codperatively engaging the surface inclined downwardly from the 105 
coaming, bolts passing through the cover hatch opening, a continuous groove formed 
and into the coaming outside of the pack- in said surface wholly about the hatch and 
ing, flexible removable cords placed interme- a hatch cover, of a removable round pack- 
diate of the cover and the coaming, one be- ing cord within said groove and hatch bolts 

45 tween the packing and the innermost edge arranged adjacent to and outside of the 110 
of the coaming and the other outside of the packing for holding the cover tightly 
bolts and adjacent the outer edge of the against the packing and the coaming. 
hatch, means for sliding the hatch cover to 9. The combination with a ship’s hatch, 
and from the hatch and means for guiding having a cover operated as a single unit and 

50 the cover as it is being operated. held in place by hatch bolts, of a clip fixed 115 
4, The combination with a ship’s hatch, to the edge of the cover and having a hole 

having a low flat coaming about the opening therethrough for engagement either with a 
thereof, said coaming as an upper sur- hook and line for moving the cover on and 
face inclined downwardly from the hatch, off the coaming, or a hand bar for final ad- 

55 a resilient rubber embedded within the justment of the cover before applying the 120 
coaming, a slidable cover for codperative en- bolts. 
gagement with the coaming and bolts ar- 10. In combination, a hatch coaming hav- 
ranged outside of the resilient packing for ing an upper face inclined downwardly 
forcibly holding the cover down upon the away from the hatch, a hatch cover oper- 

60 innermost corner of the coaming and the ated as a single unit normally resting upon 125 
packing, of a removable flexible cord insert- the innermost edges of the coaming, regis- 
ed intermediate of thejcover and the coam- terable holes in the coaming and in the 
ing in such a manneras to be impinged si- cover, a clip having a hole therethrough fas- 
multaneously with the packing substantially tened centrally to each forward aa after 

65 as described. edge of the hatch cover by which the cover 130
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may be drawn to or from the coaming, a whereby a hand bar may be placed through 
plate fixed to the deck upon which the hatch the holes in the clips and engaged in the 
is located adjacent the coaming on each for- hole on the deck for adjusting the hatch 
ward and after side thereof and beneath the cover to place. 30 

5 clips, and holes in the plates which substan- 12. In combination a ship’s hatch coaming 
tially register with the holes in the clips, having bolt holes therein, a hatch cover op- 
whereby aghand bar may be placed through erated as a single unit normally resting 

: the hole in one of the clips and the lower upon the coaming and having holes therein 
end engaged in the hole in the correspond- registerable with the holes in the coaming, 35 

10 ing plate for moving the hatch cover. a clip having a hole therethrough fastened 
11. In combination, a hatch coaming hav- centrally to each forward and io edge of 

ing an upper face inclined. downwardly the hatch cover by which the cover may be 
away from the hatch and having bolt holes drawn to and from the coaming or adjusted 
therein, a hatch cover operated as a single while upon the coaming, a hand bar ex- 40 

15 unit, normally resting upon the innermost tendible through the holes in the. clips, 
edges of the coaming and having holes means below the clips and supported by the 
therein registerable with the holes in the deck of the ship for engagement with the 
coaming, a clip having a hole therethrough, end of the hand bar to hold same against 
fastened centrally to each forward and movement while adjusting the hatch cover 4° 

20 after edge of the hatch cover and by which to its proper position. 
the cover may be drawn to and from the In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 
coaming, a hole supported by the deck upon signature in the presence of two witnesses. 
which the hatch is located adjacent the ALEXANDER McDOUGALL. 
coaming on each forward and after side Witnesses: 

25 thereof beneath the ~~ and_ substantially L. C. Bronson, 
registering with the holes in’ the clips, S. Gzo. Srrvens. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, . 

Washington, D.C.”
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¥ UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

ALEXANDER McDOUGALL, OF DULUTH, MINNESOTA. 

SHIP-HATCH. ’ 

1,199,802. Specification of Letters Patent, Patented Oct. 3, 1916. 

Application filed September 27,1915. Serial No. 52,802. 

To all whom it may concern: bar 4, securely riveted to the deck 1, the in- 
Be it known that I, Arexanper McDov- side of the bar being flush with the inside 65 

GALL, a citizen of the United States, resid- of the hatch opening. The top surface 5 of 
ing at Duluth, in the county of St. Louis the bar 4 is inclined downwardly away from 

5 and State of Minnesota, have invented cer- the hatch on all sides and adjacent the outer- 
tain new and useful Improvements in Ship- most edge of the bar 4 and on all four sides 
Hatches, of which the following is a speci- of the hatch is formed a suitable dove tailed 60 
ficatiton, reference being had therein to the groove, 6, for the reception of the packing 
accompanying drawing. 7 which snugly fits therein and projects up- 

10 This invention consists of certain im- wardly slightly above the top surface 5 of 
provements in ship hatches. the bar, but somewhat below a level with 

The object is simplicity in construction the inner-most corner of the bar. Thus 65 
and methodof manipulation, of a water and when the hatch cover 3 rests normally in 

| air tight ship hatch cover. place over the hatch it will be supported en- 
15 In large modern vessels, having numerous tirely upon the inner-most edges of the 

hatches, the matter of opening and closing coaming and not touch the packing. 
the hatches and making the same water | Spaced apart within the coaming 4 and 70 
proof, air tight and strong is very impor- intermediate the inner edge thereof and the 
tant and the use of many small interlocking packing 7 is formed a series of screw thread- 

20 sectional covers necessitating the use of tar- ed holes 8 into which screw threaded hatch 
paulins for keeping the water off have not bolts 9 are designed to fit, each hatch cover 
proven as effective and economical as de- 3 having a series of blank holes 10 about 75 
sirable, this being especially true when air the edges thereof, which register with the 
tight hatch covers are necessary. holes 8 when the cover is in place upon the 

25 Another object is to overcome the objec- coaming. 
tion and disadvantages of high coamings | When the hatch is to be secured in place 
now commonly used on vessels. the bolts 9 are placed within the holes 10 in go 

Still another object is to form a hatch the cover and screwed into the holes 8 in the 
cover that may be put on or taken off with coaming until the edges of the hatch cover 

30 the least expenditure of labor or time pos- are drawn down tight upon the packing 7 
sible, and when secured upon the hatch will and a water and air tight connection ef- 
fully restore to the ship the strength other- fected. 85 
wise lost by the hatch openings. The method of securing ship hatches by 

In the accompanying drawings forming means of a plurality of screw threaded bolts 
35 part of this application and in which like is well known and forms a very simple and 

reference characters indicate like parts:— expeditious manner of such attachment. 
Figure |, is a top plan view of a fragmental Upon the under face of the bar 4 and com- 90 
portion of a ship’s deck equipped with my municating with each hole 8 therein is 
improved hatch and showing one hatch cover formed a small limber or open groove 11 

40 withdrawn from the hatch. Fig.2isanen- for the purpose of draining the holes and 
larged vertical cross section of the coaming whereby any water or dirt may be prevented 
and hatch cover through one of the hatch from collecting within the bottom of the 95 
bolts, and Fig. 3 is a broken vertical sec- holes. 
tional view through the deck showing the Along the sides of the hatch coamings, : 

45 position of the hatch cover when removed. spaced a slight distance therefrom and se- 
1 represents the deck of a vessel such as cured to the deck are metal bars 12—12 

found in steel freighters, they being the which may extend the full length of the 100 
class of ship to which my invention is par- deck of the vessel and be made to codperate 
ticularly applicable. with similar bars 13—13 upon the extreme 

50 2 represents the hatch openings in the edges of the deck, in providing a track for 
deck 1 and 3 the hatch covers. traveling cranes such as are sometimes used 

In my improved construction the hatch on such vessels. The bars 12—12 being 105 
opening is surrounded by a heavy flat steel somewhat higher than the hatch covers when
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in place act as a guide for same and insure threaded holes within the coaming and lim: 
the proper travel of the cover when drawn bers leading from each hole in the coaming 
on or off. An angle bar such as indicated to the exterior thereof. 
in dotted lines 14, Fig. 2 may be used in lieu 8. The combination with a ship hatchway j 

5 of the bar 12 if preferred and answer the of a flat metal coaming surrounding the 70 
identical purpose. hatch and securely fastened to the deck of 

Upon the deck 1 and preferably abreast the ship, screw-threaded holes within the 
one fore and aft edge of each hatch coaming coaming and limbers communicating with 
are fastened a pair of angle iron clips each hole in such a manner that any water | 

10 15—15, they being of a length to act as a lodging in the holes will be discharged upon 75 
suitable stop for the next succeeding hatch the deck. 
cover when it is drawn off the hatch and the 4, A ship hatch comprising a coaming i 
edge thereof engages the stop as it rests bar of substantially rectangular oblong 
upon the deck of the ship, the opposite edge shape in cross section, having the upper sur- 

15 of the cover resting at the same time upon face thereof inclined downwardly from the so 
the inner edge of the coaming as illustrated hatch, a resilient packing within the upper 
in Fig. 8 of the drawings. surface of the bar, a hatch cover composed 

The opposite ends of the clips being of a single flat plate and means for spring- 
abreast the coaming answer as a stop to the ing down and holding the edges of the plate 

20 local hatch cover as it comes to place on the securely against the packing to form a 85 
coaming. However any other suitable ar- strong tight hatch. 
rangement of stops and guides may be re- 5. A ship hatch comprising a coaming bar 
sorted to without departing from the spirit quadrilateral in cross section having the up- 
of the invention. per surface thereof inclined downwardly 

25 For sliding the hatch covers on or off I from the hatch, a resilient packing within 90 
prefer to use a single line 16 having a bridle the upper surface of the bar, a hatch cover 
17—17 formed in the end thereof and which composed of a single flat plate, means for 
may be removably attached to the edge of springing down and holding the edges of the i 
the hatch cover in any desired manner, as cover securely against the packing and 

30 for panenle, by hooks slipped into the means for removing and replacing the cover 95 
proper bolt holes for even draft upon the in its entirety without injuring the packing. 
cover or it is possible a single line attached 6. A ship hatch comprising a low flat 
to the edge of the cover would answer every coaming surrounding the hatchway, the up- 
purpose as it is amply guided in its course per face of the coaming being inclined down- 

85 to and from the hatch. wardly from the pais a resilient packing 100 
The power for operating the line 16 would within the upper face of the outer edge of 

be derived from the deck winches (not the coaming, a cover composed of a single 
shown) or other suitable source, or could be unit of sheet metal, means for removing the 
operated by hand in the absence of such cover and allowing one edge thereof to rest 

40. power. upon the deck of the ship and the opposite 105 
While I have shown the cover as being edge upon the coaming without in any man- 

made of a single plate, it is evident that the ner injuring the packing. 
same may be composed of a plurality of 7. The combination with a ship hatchway 
pieces, though having a smooth under sur- of a low flat coaming surrounding the hatch, 

45 face, if preferred. a cover for the hatch composed of a single 110 
It will be seen that the inclination of the metal plate and fixed members extending 

upper surface of the coaming and its height above the coaming at the sides of the hatch 
above the deck are such that the cover will and longitudinal the deck of the ship as 
at no time engage the packing 7 until drawn guides for the covers whereby the latter may 

60 down thereupon by the hatch bolts as above be readily slid off and on in their entirety. 115 
described, thus all abnormal wear upon the 8. Ina vessel having a plurality of hatch- 
packing is avoided. ee ways through the main deck thereof, the 

Having thus described my invention what combination of low flat coamings surround- 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let- ing the hatches, covers for each hatch com- 

85 ters Patent, is: : posed of a single member, means for sliding 120 
1. The combination with a ship hatch- the covers fore and aft in their entirety and 

way of a low flat coaming surrounding stops adjacent one side of one hatch for 
the hatch, and having the*upper surface stopping the cover as it comes to place upon 
thereof inclined downwardly from the hatch the coaming and the opposite ends of the 

eo for supporting the hatch cover upon the stops acting as a stop for the next succeed- 125 
inner-most edge of the coaming. ing hatch cover when it is removed from its 

- 2. The combination with a ship hatchway hatch. 
of a flat rectangular shaped coaming sur- 9. The combination with a vessel having 
rounding the hatch and having the upper a plurality of hatchways through the main i 

38 surface thereof inclined downwardly, screw- deck thereof, of a cover for each hatch com- 130
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_ posed of a single unit of metal, a railroad rail upon each side of the hatches for guid- 
track upon each side of the row of hatches ing the covers and stops fastened to the deck 
and the inner rail of each track acting as a of the vessel for limiting the fore and aft 
guide to the hatch covers as they are moved movement of the covers. 

3 fore and aft. In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 15 
10. The combination with a vessel having signature in the presence of two witnesses. 

a plurality of hatchways through the main ALEXANDER McDOUGALL. 
deck thereof, of a cover for each hatch com- Witnesses: 
posed of a single unit of metal, means for A. C. Dunn, 

10 manipulating the covers in their entirety, a S. Gro. SrevEns. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.”
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ALEXANDER McDOUGALL, OF DULUTH, MINNESOTA. 

i AUXILIARY STEERING DEVICE FOR VESSELS. 

1,199,803. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 3, 1916. 

Application filed November 15,1915. Serial No. 61,498. 

To all whom it may concern: with their angled ends 6—6 facing each 
Be it known that I, Arexanprr McDov- other forming a dovetail channel or groove 

{ GALL, a citizen of the United States, eae 7, longitudinally the face of the stem 4, 
at Duluth, in the county of St. Louis and which is for the reception of the steering 39 

5 State of Minnesota, have invented certain device. 
} new and useful Improvements in Auxiliary - A guide frame 8 being U-shaped in cross 

Steering Devices for Vessels, of which the section, and having a central bulb shape 
i following is a specification, reference being tongue 9 which is designed to engage the 

had therein to the accompanying drawing. dovetail channel 7 of the stem, forms the 85 
10 This invention consists of certain im- guiding member of the steering device. 

provements in auxiliary steering devices for This frame at its upper end is securely fas- 
vessels and relates particularly to such  tened to the housing 10 which contains the 
means for use in connection with vessels motors 11—11 that drive the propellers 
such as canal boats and the like and espe- 12—12, the latter being journaled upon the 79 

| 15 cially in large vessels where it is necessary shaft 12’ within the housing 13, securely 
; to make sharp and cramped maneuvers of fastened to the opposite end of the guiding 
| same, or as means for steering the vessel in frame 8. Screw threaded pipes 14 and 15 
i the event of her rudder being disabled while form tubular connections between the hous- 
! at sea. ; ings 10 and 13 and are so positioned there- 75 

20 It is now customary to construct vessels with as to provide suitable conduits for the 
as long and large as possible to obtain a sprocket chain 16 which transmits power 

; maximum carrying capacity, and in many from the motors to the propeller shaft 12’. 
| cases such vessels when navigating restrict- Any suitable form of sprocket wheel 17 
} ed waters, such as canals, narrow channels, is mounted upon the motor shaft and con- 30 
| 25 and docking slips, become unwieldy and veys power through the chain 16 to a simi- 

hard to manipulate to best advantage, as larly suitable sprocket wheel not shown, 
heretofore the only means of steering is at mounted upon the propeller shaft 12’. The 

\ the stern, and with my auxiliary steering motor housing 10 is thus supported some 
| device applied, both ends of the vessel be- distance above the propellers to provide 85 

30 come readily manageable. means whereby the latter may be submerged 
| A further object is to provide such a de- without the former being subjected to the 
; vice that can be readily brought into action action of the water. However the whole 

when needed or stored away within the ves- device is supposed to be water tight and en- 
| sel and offer little or no obstruction what- abled to withstand any adverse action of 90 
_ 35 ever to the customary navigation of the same. A more simple embodiment of the 

vessel. device might result in mounting the motor 
} In the accompanying drawings forming directly upon the propeller shaft or at least 

part of this application and in which like much closer thereto than illustrated. Such 
reference characters indicate like parts, departure however, would be considered 95 

40 Figure 1 is a side elevation of a fragmental within the scope of the invention and T pre- 
portion of the bow of a vessel equipped with fer the construction as illustrated, and while 
my improved steering mechanism ready for I have shown twin electric motors 11—11 
action, and Fig. 2 is an enlarged top plan as a convenient form of power, it is under- 
view of same. stood that a single motor might be used if 100 

45 Referring now to the drawings, 1 repre- preferred, or that certain forms of internal 
~ gents the deck of the vessel and 2 and 3 the combustion engines or other motors could 

side plating of same, the vessel being of be made to perform the same functions, 
) metal construction, as is common in the art. without departing from the invention. 
j 4 represents the stem of the vessel, eae When the electric motor is employed, the 105 

50 the sides of which the plating 2 and 3 is device may be readily controlled by the 
securely riveted,.and against which plating, pilot of the vessel or by one located at any 
longitudinally the sides of the stem, I pro- place desired on the vessel which makes elec- 
pose to securely fasten the angle bars 5—5, tric power especially applicable for the pur- 

} they extending the full length of the stem, pose. The propellers are designed to be op- 110 
' 55 or not, as desired. These bars extend for- erated in either direction by manipulation 

wardly a short distance beyond the stem, of the motor and are both fixed to the shaft 

\ ‘ 

&
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12’ and it is quite possible that a single pro- driven propelling mechanism whereby the 
peller would answer the purpose in some latter may be suspended for action and in 
cases. e engagement with the stem while the der- 65 

As a means for raising and lowering the rick remains flat on deck for passing under j 
5 device and moving it to and from its storage bridges or the like. 

quarters, I provide a simple shears, the legs 4. The combination with a vessel, of a 
19—19 of which are pivotally mounted at shear legged derrick pivoted upon the deck 
20—20 upon the deck of the vessel and a of the vessel and extendible beyond the stem 70 . 
suitable tackle 21 suspends the steering de- thereof, and a motor driven steering pro- i 

10 vice from the free end of the shears, said peller suspended from the free end of the } 
tackle being manipulated in any desired derrick and in engagement with the water 
manner from the deck of the Ris and the when the derrick is resting horizontally 
shears may be controlled with any form of upon the deck as and for the purpose de- 75 
tackle desired, as suggested in dotted lines scribed. 

15 22, or other means of raising or lonerng the 5. In combination with the bow of a ves- 
device may be resorted to. I prefer to form sel having a vertical stem with a dovetailed 
a pocket within the bow of the vessel by channel therein, a motor driven propelling 
suitable thwartship walls 23 and 24, there mechanism having means for engaging the 80 
being a suitable hatch within the deck of channel and embracing the stem and slid- 

20 the vessel for access to the pocket. Thus able vertically thereupon and a derrick piy- } 
the steering device in its entirety may be otally attached to the deck of the vessel in 
quickly raised and put into the pocket and such a manner that the derrick may support | 
the shears lowered upon the deck to form the propelling mechanism in the water while 85 
as little obstruction as possible, or when resting parallel upon the deck. 

25 being used as a steering mechanism, the 6. In combination with the bow of a ves- 1 
shears may be allowed to remain flat upon sel having a vertically disposed pocket ‘ 
the deck and still form no obstruction. therein and a vertical stem with a dovetailed | 

Thus I have proyided simple and com- channel therein, a motor driven propelling 90 
paratively inexpensive means for the suc- mechanism having means for engaging the 

30 cessful control of the bow of the vessel channel and embracing the stem and slid- 
laterally and yet one that alters to a very able vertically thereupon and a derrick upon 
small degree the customary construction of the deck of the vessel for suspending the 
a vessel, and one that may be applied to propelling mechanism while in action or 95 
most any form of vessel now in use. placing it into the pocket. | 

35 _ Having thus described my invention what 7. An auxiliary steering device for ves- 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let- sels having a_ vertical stem, comprising | 
ters Patent, is— means for slidably engaging the stem, a | 

1. In a device of the character described, motor housing rigidly fixed to the upper end 100 © 
the combination with a vessel having a ver-' of said stem engaging means, a motor with- \ 

40 tical channel in the stem thereof, of a pro- in the housing, a propeller shaft housing 
pelling mechanism removably engaged with- fixed to the lower end of said means, a shaft 
in the channel, a pocket within the bow of within said last named housing, a propeller } 
the vessel and shear legs upon the deck of upon said shaft, means for transmitting 105 | 
the vessel whereby the propelling mechan- motion from the motor to the propeller { 

45 ism may be either adjusted to the stem of shaft, and a derrick upon the deck of the 
the vessel or stowed away in the pocket. vessel for raising and. lowering the steer- 

2. A device of the character described ing device. 
comprising a vessel, a vertically disposed 8. A vertically_adjustable auxiliary steer- 110 
pocket in the bow of the vessel, a shear leg ing device for vessels, comprising a motor 

50 derrick pivotally attached to the deck of the driven propeller suspended from a derrick | 
vessel aft of the pocket and extendible be- upon the deck of the vessel and a guide i 
yond the stem of the vessel, and a portable frame for supporting the motor and propel- } 
motor driven propeller made applicable to ler and embracing the stem of the vessel to 115 | 
the stem of the vessel and suspended from prevent horizontal movement of the steer- 

55 the derrick whereby the propeller may ing device, substantially as described. 
either be applied to the stem of the vessel In testimony whereof T hereunto affix my ( 
or stowed away in the Deo signature in the presence of two witnesses. 

8. In a flush decked vessel having a ver- | 
tically disposed compartment in the bow ALEXANDER McDOUGALL, 

60 thereof and a vertical stem, of a derrick Witnesses: 
pivoted to the deck abaft the pocket and re- A. C. Dunn, i 
movably carrying upon its free end a motor S. Guo, Srevens, 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, hy addressing the “Commissioner of Patents. ; 
Washington, D. C.”. i | 
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ALEXANDER McDOUGALL, OF DULUTH, MINNESOTA. 

JURY-RIGGED SAIL FOR SHIPS. 

1,243,198. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct.16, 191-7. 

Application filed October 26,1916. Serial No. 127,907. 

To all whom it may concern: formed with an elevated projecting flange 7 
Be it known that I, Atrexanper’ McDov- of the proper height to rest’ upon the hatch 

GALL, a citizen of the United States, resid- ‘cover 3 and to be bolted therethrough by one 
ing at Duluth, in the county of St. Louis of the hatch bolts 5. Upon the' opposite side gg 

« and State of Minnesota, have invented cer- ‘of the socket and flush’ with the bottom 
tain new and useful Improvements in Juy- ‘thereof is a flange 8 which rests upon and 
Rigged Sails for Ships, of which the follow- is bolted directly to the deck 1 by a suit- 
ing is a. specification, reference being had able bolt 9.° By putting the socket adjacent 
therein to the accompanying drawing. the hatches and utilizing one of the hatch 5 

10 ‘This invention consists of certain improve- bolts for holding same, the ‘necessity for 
ments in auxiliary propelling means for ves- ‘more numerous holes in the deck of the ves- 
sels and relates particularly toa set of jury sel is avoided and what’ holes are formed 
rigged sails for such purpose, they being therein’as for the bolts 9, may be kept closed 
especially applicable to ships having’ flat ‘either by wooden’ plugs or the ‘bolts them- 79 

15 decks free from high hatch coamings, deck selves, if desired, when the sockets are not 
winches, bulwarks or other obstructions in x ee i 

' which might interfere therewith. ‘he sockets 6 are preferably made larger 
The object is to provide a novel device of ‘at the top than at the bottom and the butt 

this character which is ‘readily accessible of the masts 11 tapered to snugly fit therein 75 
20 either in emergency or ‘for auxiliary means and are retained by’ means of suitable 

of propulsion, one that may be easily ma- through bolts 10 which pass entirely through 
nipulated by hand and occupy the least space both the mast and socket so as to make a 
possible when stowed away. stout and secure footing for the mast re- 

Another object is to provide’a form of quiring no shrouds or stays whatever for ad- 30 
25 jury rigged sails that requires. no stays, ditional support. 

~ shrouds or support other than a mast and — An eye 12 is formed upon the forward side 
| which may be adjusted wholly by hand.” of each socket 6 for convenient attachment 

Other objects and advantages will appear of the sheet or clue line of the next sail for- 
in the further description of the invention. ward and a convenient cleat 13 is formed 35 

£0 In the accompanying drawings forming upon the opposite side and which may be 
art of this application and in which like used in the shipping and unshipping of the 

fens of reference indicate like parts: masts. 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a flat decked The masts 11 are tapered from the top of 

vessel equipped with my invention. the steps to their upper ends and are, as com- 9¢ 
85 Fig. 2 is a top plan view of same. pared with the usual masts for such vessels, 

ie 3 is a midship cross sectional view of comparatively short and stubby. 
the ship. Each mast is fitted with a triangular 

Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view through shaped, or leg of mutton sail 15 tightly fitted 
one of the mast sockets. thereto and without halyards or attachments 95 

40 Fig. 5 is an enlarged elevation of one of other than tight lashings about the mast as 
the masts having mounted thereupon one of illustrated at 14, and which secure fastening 
the sails partly reefed, and of the sail to the mast is for the purpose of 

Fig. 6 is a view of one of the masts having permitting the sail to be clued about the 
mounted thereupon a sail wholly rolled up mast for shortening it in lieu of reefing, and ico 

45 and ready for stowing away. this is accomplished by passing the leach of 
1 represents the deck of the vessel in which the sail about the mast one or more times as 

are numerous hatches 2 and which hatches desired, and the sail being thus wound up 
‘ are covered by suitable plates 3, these latter, about the mast results in reducing its area to 

when in place being bolted down upon a low _ the force of the wind and obviates the neces- 105 
50 flat coaming 4 by suitable bolts 5, which con- sity of reef points and their use, the foot of 

struction appears in patents previously the sail being inclined upwardly toward tne 
granted to me and known in the art. clue, to clear the deck well. 

In the preferred arrangement of my jury- A still further object of the sail and mast 
rigged sails, I place a mast step or socket 6 being securely united is to permit of the 110 

55 at each forward or after corner, as desired, former being entirely wound up upon the 
of the hatches, the base of the socket being latter for stowing away when not in use.
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It is evident that the mast sockets may ‘rality of portable mast sockets, masts hav- 
or may not be placed*aponrtherdeck at the ing their anieainite snugly fit within 
beginning of a voyage, depending entirely the sockets, means to prevent the masts re- 35 
upon the conditions anticipated “by the volving inthe sockets, and leg of mutton 

5 navigator and that the only provision what- ~sails securely lashed to the masts in such a 
evér ‘necessity inthe ‘éonstruction “of “an ‘manners to be shortened by ‘winding the 
ordinary ship’s hull forthe utilization .of sails about the mast, substantially as and A 
my improved auxiliary device is the ad- for the purpose set forth. 40-40 
dition of a,single hole in, the deck of.the 3. The combination with a flush decked 

io ship for each jury mast, socket. i vessel: having low flat. hatches, of rast: 
Thus I have, provided an:extremely sim- sockets designed to overlap and be tem- 

ple and conyenient auxiliary means for .porarily fitted to opposite corners athwart- 
making available to.a;ship while.at sea, the ships of each hatch, portable masts hav- 45 { 
power, of the, wind, either in addition, to ing leg of mutton sails tightly lashed there- 

15 other, forms of propulsion or.as proyision to and designed tobe wholly supported by 
against, ship, wreck.or, loss.in the event of ‘the sockets. 
accident to, the other form .of.propulsion 4. The combination with auxiliary pro- 
used, and, that, without the accompanying pelling means for ships comprising «a tri- 50 
danger of lofty rigging, et cetera,.as where angular shaped sail lashed tighily to a, port- ‘i 

20 the ordinary sail equipment is used. able mast. and means for securing the mast ; 
Having thus described my inyention what without shrouds or stays to the deck of the i 

T claim as new and desire to secure by Let- ship,.of means for securing the mast against 
ters Patent, is: rotation whereby the exposed .area of the 55 i 

1. The combination with a ship of/aplu- sail may be reduced by winding it about the } 
25 rality of perpable mast sockets,.masts,hav- mast. : j 

ing their basés tapered to snugly fit within —. In:testimony whereof I hereunto. aflix.my i 
the .,sockets,,. means He shold. dhe mas signature in: the presence of two. witnesses. i 
against rotation and. jJeg,of, mutton sails i eee ENG : 
tight! lashed to the masts in;suchamanner __ ee i 

30 as to . shortened by winding the sail about Witnesses : i 
the mast. A. C. Duny, 

2. The combination with a ship, of a.plu- S. Guo, STrvens. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained.for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner Of Patents, { 
Washington, D.C.” / ; 
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MCDOUGALL STEEL PLATE HATCH COVER AND COAMING. 

The coaming is a flat bar of steel six inches wide and 1-3/16" : 
thick at the inner edge and bevelled away from the hatch to 1" thick at 
the outer edge, it having been snecially rolled in form, including a small 
groove to hold the small rubber gasket or parafined cotton cord about the 
size of a lead pencil. This coaming and packing extends all around the 

: hatch. 

The hatch is one single plate or four smaller plates made into j 

one by counter sunk butt straps on top. Yhis plate is full size of the 
hatch and coaming. It is bolted to the coaming by 1" steel machine bolts 
having lerge sqkare heads. The bolts are 2' apart for general use; for ; 

war purposes, 12" apart. } 

The hatch plates for sea-going canal boats are about 29' long by 
9' wide fore and aft 5/16" thick. There are three medium weight strong j 
backs fore and and aft in the hatch, which help to carry the edge of the 
plates when moving them fore and aft, and the plates are pulled off or put 3 

* on by a carstan or power winch, end can be done much cuickeb than tarraulins 

4 F on other hetches; when secured down, they sre as tight as the side or bottom ; 

of this, and thus also restore the streneth lost by cutting so large a hole ; 

in the deck. ; siti | 
2 VRS ae : 

I think this kind of hateh will be used the world over; it makes << iy 

the hetch so perfect for handling in port and security eat sea. ee
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AUXILIARY STEERING DEVICE FOR VESSELS. 5 

: Bow Steerer for use in Canal or at sea for use as a 

stend-by in case of rudder trouble. In ease of break in the machinery, 

with my sail plan, it will bring the ship to port. 

é When the propeller is stopped, the rudder has no 

control even if the ship has a moderate amount of masts and sails. ee 
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MIDSHIP SECTION 

SKETCH OF 

PROPOSED PASSENGER SHIP 

430'x 43'x 26°. 
PLANNED FOR CUTTING IN TWO TO GO THROUGH CANAL. 

A LARGER SHIP MAY HAVE TWO CENTER GIRDERS 
AND HIGHER CABIN, 
THIS SHIPS HULL CAN BE MADE IN HALF THE TIME 

OTHER SHIPS ARE MADE, 1S SAFER AND RESULTS 
IN MUCH LESS SEASICKNESS ON BOARD.
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PRIVATE YACHT MODEL. 

| te be 
This yacht ds of rectangular shared hull - 140' x 16' x 9", 

having fine lines with proportionate large power and fuel capacity 

for long voyage. .It also has a cabin elevated on turrets and pipes 

so that when among big waves, and loaded with fuel or water ballast, 

the water from the crest of the waves is invited on deck to help 

| keep her from pitching, ,rolling or abusing herself, and thus help 

to demonstrate the great advantage of this form of ship in very much 

. larger size for carrying passengers; - up from the smell of bilge 

water, oil, etc., and with much less oscillating motion that causes : 

sea-sickness. 

This, a fast, comfortable boat, built and operated at much a 

. less cost than other boats of her size. 

She could make trips around the world.
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os he ee : 

: RECTANGULAR PASSENGER AND FAST CARGO STEAMER, 

E / Proposed for tourist travel and package freight between : 

Chicago and Buffalo. This fast lake steamer to be 430' x 43' x 25" of 

a hull and with cebin accommodations for about 1000 passengers and room for 

q ® many automobiles. : ; 

4 She will heave air-tight, plate covered, large and numerous 

3 hatehes for quickly handling packege freight, fuel, supplies and baggage; 

Bee these hatches practically on dock level and with special appliances to 

E give dispatch in port so the ship can make quick trips between Chicago 

e. and Buffalo, where, doubtless, the passenger list will be up to full 

p capacity of the ship, end assure a profitable investment. 

s Her lake experience may lead to building large, Rectangular 

i - express steamers for the North Atlantic thet will essure arainst sea- : 

= sickness. ; : 

- 
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If built to accommodate 1000 passengers and teke care : — =e 
| of 100 automobiles and 500 tons of fast freight, each way for ten 2 

round trips each year in less than three months. 2] 

: The fare of each passenger to yield $20,00 net each way. So 
i The money taken in for meals, berths and laundry should pay all oe 

I service expense including the crew's food, washing, etc. and may oo 
4 average about $7.00 per passenger. es 

: The automobiles paying $20.00 per trip. xpress freight SS 

i 800 passengers each way, 20 trips 2 $20.00 each 320,000. 2 
L 80 Automobiles each way 20 trips @ $20.00 sbck 32,000. ee 

‘| 500 tons fast freight each way, 20 trips @ $2.00 20,000. ee 

| OPERATING EXPENSE, ee 

a Insurance $500,000 @ 3% $15,000 pe 

| Tuel, Oil, Repaizs, etc. = 
[| Engine & Boiler Dept 15,000. 6 

. Total Wage Officers & Crew Oe er ere ae eae , ee 

LS (Not “Cabin Crew) 60,000. ee = —_ 
L | Advertising Agency, Dock, & 
L | Management 8h 090 . Se 

| Repair, Fitout, ete. : —8,000 ! Se 
| eee = 

LI = Or about 25% on a million. 250,000 oo 2
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PROPOSED RECTANGULAR PASSENGER SHIP. 

This ship can be built very much quicker, cheaver and better 
than other ships, and, when among big waves, will not abuse herself and 
those on board by pitching, plunging, rolling and straining herself. This 
allows of steadier force ahead. This is mostly done by inviting some water 
on deck. 

All parts on deck subject to wave abuse are as substantial as the 
forefoot or skeag of the ship, which are always under water. Her deck, 

; hatch coamings and bolted hatch plate covers are as smooth, tight and secure 

as the sides or bottom of the ship. 

The hatches are large and numerous and practically on dock level - 

so conveniently located for quickly handling cargo, fuel, surplies, baggage, 

ete. - which will give the ship quick dispatch in port. 

In trade where cargo is more important, less cabin is equally 

favorable for any size ship. : 

; My experience and study of more than forty MCDOUGALL Whaleback ‘ 

ships at sea for more than thirty years, and now my experience with my 

: Rectangular cargo steamer, the "R. Ll. BARNS", for nearly two years on 

the Atlantic, has proven how little of the crest of the waves board them, 

and very harmlessly in their thin wash and quick leave. The water that 

boards the ship causes her to only reise and fall - but little fore and 

aft or thwartship: this, from my personal observation on board, and letters 

from her officers. it appears to be a compromise between the normal deck 

level of my ship and the uppermost crest of the waves, she still having 

reserved buoyancy egueal to the weight of the shin. 

; We also had the experience of the submarine and submersible vessel, 

f that water on deck is necessary to keep the ship quiet and that high free- 

| board abuses and strains the ship among big waves and by my plen it is possible 

E by water ballast while among big waves to régulate her draft, which is less 

t than with other ships of same size.
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PROPOSED FAST RECTANGULAR SHIP WILL GREATLY REDUCE 
PITCHING ROLLING AND SEASICKNESS AND COST, VERY MUCH LESS 

ALEXANDFR MSDOUGALL — DULUTH? MINN 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE RECTANGULAR PASSENGER SHIP. 4 

Ty Can be built in half the time. | 
26 Fine lines at each end easily obtained. | 

f 3, Very much less cost to build and maintain. | 
, 4. less weight and simple construction. 7 

5. Less draft for same size ship. Reauain iv Saage 
6g Less ship for same resnlts, and no gyroscope. : | a 
Te low freeboard of hull compromises with crest of waves. 
ae Some of the crest harmlessly may board her. | 
o, It will help to keep the ship from abusing. herself. 
10, tess pitehing, rolling and straining of ship. 
ll. Tess plunging and more steady wheel under water. ; 
12.°°° Does not wallow and make wider swath. 
13. ~.ess use of rudder. less drag. 4 
14. ° Among big weves forces straight ahead with less power. 5 ; 

Heisei 15. Hatches and covers smooth ang secure as sides and bottom. | . 
: i 16. Hatches large and numerous - practically on dock level. + | 4 

0s Time saved in port meaning more trips. 2 
ne, Less investment - More profits. = i a 

| LO, Cargo, fuel, stores, baggage, ete. quickly ‘hamdled. a 
| 20% Will have quick despatch in port. ee | g 

ql. Passengers up from smell in hull. 3 \ 3 
aks Passengers and crew free from sea-sickness. | ‘ 
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My 28 yeers experience with superimposed cabins on 45 whalebacks; 
the behavior of my Rectengular Form Cargo Ship two years at sea; the many 
careful demonstrations with my rectangular passenger ship form models, made 
to a scale, among big waves of corresponding size: my careful study has 
proven to me all that I claim in the papers that accompany these pictures. 

I have made a great discovery in shin form that is impossible to 
explain full by plans and letters, without a model. If your company is 
interested in what { say, it will be easy to demonstrate by a model made 

to a one-quarter inch scale. iiodel can be made of galvanized iron for the 

hull, and tin for the upper portion. It should be fitted with approximate 

weights of engines, boilers, auxiliaries and fuel set inside the hull. It 

should be made with fore and aft, also thwartship bulkheads, which should 

connect watertight to the bottom and top of the hull. At each of the after 

corners of these mein compartments of the hull, make three-eighth inch holes 

thru the deck so water ballast can be either ejected or injected into these 

compartments to trim the model, in addition to the weights of parts already ; 

in the hull. Thus, to show when on long voyage, much fuel has been consumed, 

how the vessel can be depressed by water ballast to her best condition in | 

bad weather. | 

Such a model, true to a scale but in the rough, should be made by | 

@ good workman in a week. The simplicity of making this model in as fine | 

lines as you choose, will astonish the company. The relative stability when | 

afloat because of the square bilges end low freeboard of hull inviting water er 

on deck, will show how little wants to board her: how thin it is; and how a 

; quickly and hermlessly it leaves the deck, and how little touches the super- : 

{ structure. 

Then make experiments among corresponding big waves to see how this ; | 

model does not pitch or roll as all other shiv forms do: and, i feel confi- | 

dent you will then, like myself, believe it is necessary to compromise with 

the crest of the waves in proportion to the shin's freeboard and the top of
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ae ‘the crests, by encouraging part of them on board to reduce the oscillating 

5b — motion: and by so doing, increase the forward motion or speed of the ship, 

which is not streining herself by a super-abundance of freeboard. like 

two children ona teeter-plank with a high eenter pivot: force and weight . 

; acting compromise by reducing the elevation of the pivot. ca aici ; 
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THE AST RECTAUGULAR PASSENGER SHIP PLANS. pg 
| 

| Having emanated from my experience among ships, a brief history of which } 
| is as follows: | 
| I seiled 22 years, twelve years as Captain of the best lake passenger 

| Da steamers during summers, and spent winters on ship construction and trips to 
p Europe in search of shipping information. 
7 Seven years as Shipping Agent and Contracting Stevedore, also controlling 

a wrecking company. : 

For 30 years the principle in building some wooden ships and more than 

150 large steel ships, 8 shipyards and 4 dry-docks. I have done very much i 

for the Gevelopment of shipping on the Great Lakes and coastwise at sea. i 

| In 1892 I built three 2500-ton steel ships before the St. Lawrence Canals i 

i were finished, and I personally ran them thru the rapids to the sea and managed i 

them at sea. That year I planned end built the "CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS". : | 
In 1893 I built 10 large steel ships at once, launching one each Saturday i 

} for eight Saturdays in succession, and on the ninth Saturday, we launched two | 

4000-ton ships and a steel tug. 
In 1894 I planned, built and managed the only U. S. Merchant Steamship, the 

"CITY OF EVERETT", that then, ever went around the world or through the Suez | 

| Canal. She is now towing ships across the Atlantic; her cabin on turrets. a 

| "3 In 1915 I offered my Rectangular ship plans end my services to our Govern- 

ment,.and often afterwards, while I wes busy building their ships: but received | 

no encouragement. I think, had I been given an opportunity, with my general a 

| lmowledge of shipbuilding and my plans, we could on ell waterways in the United » | 

R. States and Canade, with blacksmith shop outfits and mostly common labor, have aa 

i produced a thousand large torpedo proof steel ships, before our government | 

i puilt one ship, and thus , at once reduce or stop submarine warfere for all : ; i 

} ime. | 
i . In 1917 I built three ocean ships on a sand bar, one of them a WONDER- i 

1 Rectangular in cross section, as referred to above. She does not roll, pitch ; i 

or abuse herself among big waves on the ocean like other ships, and her behavior | 

in bad weather is good evidence of my unsinkable ship and for my big rectangular | 

passenger ship. 
: A 

‘ a 

od
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In 1917 I also built a shipyard in a swamp and from November 
8, 1917, to February 20, 1918, built four steel ships while the ice 
formed 38 inches thick: 6000 tons of ice had to be taken out to permit 
of leunching the first shin. This shipyard is now managed by my son 

| and is finishing the thirty first ship. 

For twenty years I was active in agitating shipping for the 
U. S. and the owners of the "NEW YORK" and "PARIS" gave me great vraise 
for the part I took in helping obtain their postal subsidy. From my 5 
trips to and in Europe I became familiar with shipping the world over, 

4 always having the best shipping papers and an ambitious desire to gain 

| information to improve on the form of ships. I believe I gained 'mow- 
ledge that would be valuable to others and, to get it on record, I 
applied for patents to help introduce my views and ideas gained during e 

my long search for such knowledge. From this exnerience I have ac- 

quired considerable data for private information for our Government 

| to be explained in the near future if I get the privilege of exhibiting 
} and explaining same. 

I am nearly 75 years old, in splendid health, and while able, 

Et wish to give information to those able to carry out the evolution of 

my ideas in cargo, passenger and naval ship design and construction - 

a rediesl change to build the ship so it will not abuse itself at sea, 

ships than can be made very much quicker, cheaver and safer than other 

‘ ships, and thus avoid sea-sickness for many who would suffer on other 

ships. 

le
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From November 8th, 1917 to February 20, 1918, we 

built four ships while the ice formed 38 inches thick. We 

cut and pulled out 6000 tons of this ice to launch the first 

of these ships. During this time, we increased our plant 

to © ten-berth shipyard.



MCDOUGALL SEA-GOING CANAL BOATS. 

| TWELVE MONTHS OPERATION FOR A FULL SIZED BOAT. 

| | 
| Season on Lakes and Canal---220 days, On Atlantic Coast--145 days. | 

{| Making 10 round trips to New York, and 10 trips on coast in year. : 

On the 10 trips to New York and Return---- Loaded with mixed 
cargo Fastward such as package freight, bulk grein-(oats preferable) 

1 about 2500 tons. Then 2000 tons of iron rails, pipe end wire preferable, 

for quick transfer to Canal barge at Buffalo or Black Rock. The steamer 
delivering balance of her cargo at any point in New York Harbor, or 

| alongside of other ships for export. 
For the return trip, cargo, -mixed freight - say 2500 tons 

| through to Cleveland, Detroit or Chicago, and some boats to Duluth and 
i. Fort William. Or, come light to Ithaca or to Watkins, and take a 

i\ load of hard coal to Ieke Ports. (This will take an extra day to hard 
| coal points. ) : 

| Basing the ebove freight at One Dollar (31.00) per ton net 

i} to Buffalo,and New York, Three Dollars and Fifty Cents ($3.50) per ton 

Fast, and all west bound freight of mixed cargo and coal - ALL at 
i One Dollar and fifty Cents per ton, or FIVE DOLLARS for Round trip ae 

for Lake and Canal for 220 days, and Fifty cents per ton net for Pe 

| 10 trips coal from Norfolk to Boston - 145 days, or as follows - 2s 

| 10 Round Trips to and from New York with 
2500 tons at $5.00 per ton - - - - - --- - -  -$125,000 oe 

10 trips, Chicago to Buffalo, 4 

= 2000 tons et $1,00 per ton- - - - - - - - - - - - $320,000 | 

: 145 days on the Coast in Coal and other 

trade (This is calculated on net tons ; 
free of handling) - - - --------+--- - -_- 20,000 

$165,000. 

| Ship Valuation at first about 400,000: later down to 

| $200,000, probably less. Crew and fuel also much the same - high at 
| first because of H. GC. of L. and the shortage of boatmen for our 

| great fleet at sea, which are at the high rate of wages. Many are 

| learning, as in shipbuilding, we are working many sailors very fast 

| and in another year I expect plenty of themat rates much lower 

| than my calculations herewith. The »rice of fuel will doubtless 

| come down much, and also the price of first complete ship. Before 

the war, her cost would have been about ‘3150,000. it. is: fair to 

expect with so many shipbuilders now, it may in the near future go 

down to near this valuation, as investment and insurance expense. 

These calculations are based on what I expect July 1920. 

COMMENCING JULY 1920 YEARIY EARNINGS, about----------$165,000.00 
imsurance 5% on $300,000 - - - - - - - - - - -$15,000.00 2-1 
6 Officers for year - - - - - -------- 14,000.00 

18 men for year - - - - ----------- 14,000.00 4 

Coal, O11 for. 50,000 miles a. \yermr + -°- 7 -.- 18,000.00 

Food & Supplies for year - - - - -- - - - - - 12,000.00 / 

Agency Expense per boat for year - - - - - - -. 8 000.00 _' 81,000.00 

: eh ; Net Earnings for year - - - - - ~ -) 64,000.00 

: £2 LP ESO hppa Gru (PIP BER i 2 THO On Ae ot lon eda
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| NEW YORK CANAL CAPACITY. 

BY MY ROUGH ESTIMATE 

The capacity will depend on the slowest lock, 
which is claimed can be operated in twenty minutes each 
way, and also the number of wide passing places. 

| The first year or two, while canal passages i 
: are being increased, and boats are being built and better 

fitted for the trade - Call it lockages both ways, 

' 84 per day for 220 days - --------------- - 5280 

The United States and others now have 
| about one hundred small barges that will go through 

i three or four in a tow, and others may be in use to 
P take pnart of larger cargoes at Buffalo - Call it in 

: such lockages the first few years - - - - - - - - - - - - 1280 q 

: This will make in large boats yearly 
- Q00ut == 6 6 S55 SS Ss ee ee Se = ee = 4000 

| Figure one half of this for Chicago 
yearly about 2000, or an average of ten boats per 

pa aay for .200 days --.-.- === - = - = + == === = = = -8000 = 

Each boat capacity of mixed cargo to 
Buffalo and New York - --------------- - - 4000tons 

Fach ship in Chicago, an average of three days 

figs It is fair to expect, in port most of the time after the 

trade is well established, building, repairing, storing, 

loading and discharging cargo, about thirty or forty ships 

at one time. 

I think eventually the canal can be made capable 

of moving 15,000,000 tons each way by using full sized boats. 

If so, this would call for about 600 boats, and that, eventually 

other channels through our country will be made under highway 

bridges to allow of these sea-going canal boats, that will have 

the same relation to inland navigation that railroad cars have 

j to our railroads, and with some advantages over the cars, be- 

cause they can teke our cargoes to eny port of the world, 

where the ship and her cargo can be sold if desired, or, ” 

return with their products to the Heart of our Country - Chicago.



A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE CHICAGO AND BUFFALO PASSENGER SHIP. j 

If built to accommodate 1000 passengers and take care of 
100 automobiles and 500 tons of fast freight, each way for ten 
round trips each year in less than three months. 

4 The fare of each passenger to yield 20.00 net each 
way. The money taken in for meals, berths and laundry should 
pay all service expense including the crew's food, washing, 
etc. and may average about 37.00 per passenger. 

The automobiles paying ‘320.00 per trip. Express 
freight paying about $2.00 per ton net. cose i 

AVERAGE RECEIPTS. i 

800 passengers each way, 20 trips @ $20.00 ea. $320,000 ; ‘ 
80 automobiles each way 80 trips @ $20.00 ea. 32,000 j 

500 tons fast freight ea. way, 20 trips @ 32.00 20,000 i 

$372,000. : 

; OPERATING EXPENSE. 

Insurance $500,000 @ 3% $15,000. - j 
3 Fuel, O11, Repairs, etc. ‘ 

Engine é Boiler Dept. 25,000. é 

Total Wage Officers & Crew i 

(Not Cabin Crew) 60,000. 
Advertising Agency, Dock & a 

Management 22,000 é 

Repair, .Fitout, Etc. 8,000 #120 ,Q00 i 

Or about 25% on a million eo “BBO, 000 A 

- std
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A PLAN FOR HANDLING CAIRCO Q/RECT BETWEEN SHIPS AND CARS BY BUILOING 

7 A RR, TRUSSEL SUPPORTED ON CONCRETE UTRESSES GS FEET APART To ADMIT OF 

BOATS F3EFEET WIDE ANDO FS FEET FROM TRUSSEL 70 BOTTOM OF CHANNELTO ALLOW 

FOR BOTH LIGHT AND LOADED BOATS OF THIS SiZE ANO FOR TIDAL EFFECT, 

By REMOVING THEIR FORWARG TURRETS THESE BEATS CAN EXTEND UNDER TO 

RECEIVE CACY THROUGH OPENINGS (N THE TRUSSEL FLOOR O/RECT (NTO THE NUMEROUS 

WIDE HATCHES OF THE SHIP OR CARGO MAY IZ3E 7O1STEO OUT OFTHE HATCHES 

BY PORTABLE HOISTERS ON THE TRUSSEL 2/RECT TO THE CARS ANB THUS AVOID 
THE EXPENSINE HICH BIN STORACE AND REHANOLING, 

PARE yo is
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Battleships and Air Power | 
Provision Must be Made in Fu- 
ture for Protection from Above 

By ReaR-ApMIrRAL W. F. Fuixam, U. 5. N. 

[Original in New York Herald.] 

T IS PROBABLE that a com- tical armor belt no longer protects at short or mid ranges, is of little use 

l plete revolution in naval architec- their vitals. At ranges of 16,000 against long range or plunging fire. | 

ture will be forced upon us in the yards or more this belt presents a very A study of Figure 1—a rough 

near future and that the present types small target—a mere vertical ribbon— sketch showing the cross section of 

of dreadnoughts and battle cruisers the ship, with its armor belt and deck 

will be driven from the sea. —will make this matter perfectly clear 

There are five different methods of to the lay reader. 

attack that involve the possible de- The projectiles marked “A,” which 

struction of the immense and costly e would, if unresisted, strike the hori- 

ships that are now regarded as the Eo zontal plane passing through the lower 

measure of sea power. ieee edge of the armor belt at some point 
1. The plunging fire of modern between “C” and ‘“‘D” and at theangle 

guns at extreme ranges of 16,000 a of fall” “8,” might be rendered harm- 

yards and above. = less by a sufficient thickness of the 

2. Attack by bombing from air- — armor belt. But it is evident that all 

craft. : projectiles like those shown at “B” in 
3. Submarine mines. a “a the sketch, which would, if they con- 
4. Torpedoes fired from destroyers. tinued in flight, strike between “E” | 

| 5. Torpedoes fired from torpedo- | ai and “C,” land on the deck of the ship | 

| planes. and penetrate below decks unless hori- | 
| The decks and upper works of zontal or turtleback armor is pro- | 

modern ships are completely vulner- vided. 
| able to the plunging fire of big guns And inasmuch as the distance “E- | 

as well as to bombing from airplanes. C” is much greater than the distance | 

> It must be apparent that a projectile p A A “C-D,” it follows that the number of | 

which attains the range of 16,000 ; projectiles that may be fatal to the | 

aa yards-oiimore rises high in the air, 5 ship will be greater than the nuinber > 

b.| and in consequence of this fact the } ; that will be rendered harmless by the | 

=i “angle of fall”—the angle at which it ‘ vertical armor. 

nil strikes the horizontal plane at the end ; And it will be manifest that the 
of its flight—is so great that we have : % greater the range the greater will be 
the practical effect of mortar fire. A - 4 a>. the “angle of fall,’ and the smaller 
salvo or broadside of such high ex- + A? he 2 will be the percentage of projectiles 

= plosive shells landing on the un- 4 1 ner against which the armor belt will be 
armored deck will inevitably penetrate ; effective as a protection to the ship. 

hi to the vitals and cripple or completely ; = In other words, plunging or mortar 
yy destroy the ship. ; fire will be deadly to existing dread- 

S Success in the accurate determina- Be Sia 4 noughts. 
r ~ tion of the range will be in some a. 3 Inasmuch as. vertical armor will 

measure assured by observation and , oe 9 offer the minimum of protection here- 
report from aircraft hovering over a a after, it is plain that horizontal or 
the scene of battle. “Sea power,” or Ee . 3 turtle back armor must be the main 
fighting power, in the future will be ‘3 E a defense against long range fire, as well 
largely dependent upon control of the 4 , as against bombing. And it must be 
air, and that fleet that secures this q ae admitted that the turtleback presents 
control in future battles must win, ‘ some weakness in that long-range pro- 
other things being approximately Photo Lon Goodale Bigelow, Coronado Beach jectiles which hit the side of the turtle- 
equal. Rear Admiral Fullam, U. S. N. back nearest the gun may strike nearly 

In other words, aircraft will not normal to the surface, a condition 
only constitute dangerous offensive whereas the horizontal target pre- most favorable to penetration. 

weapons in themselves, but they will sented by the deck of a vessel six or This one weakness of the turtle 

contribute greatly to the accurate and seven hundred feet long with a beam back, however, is somewhat lessened 

effective use of a ship’s guns in battle. of from seventy to ninety feet now by the fact that the remaining or 

They will be of double value, and becomes the primary rather than the — striking velocity of a projectile at ex- 

from present indications airplanes will secondary point of attack, the prin- treme ranges is much less than its 

soon become one of the most invin- cipal instead of the secondary target. velocity when it leaves the gun, and 
cible elements in sea power. In other words, the belt of side this final velocity may not be sufficient 

The weakness of modern armored armor, and even the turret armor to secure penetration even when the 
ships is found in the fact that the ver- which formerly served as a protection projectile strikes normally or at right 

274
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erted an international policy entailing not ready for instant action, is not a tage. During the war we did not 
such enormous obligation. navy. It may become one. The pol+ ‘complete the building up of a well- angl 

ow a word as to Japan. If war icy since the armistice has left what rounded air force. To the end we This 

ensues between Japan and America, it used to be a fleet in a deplorable con- were deficient in battle planes, though and 

will he one of the great sins of Heer dition of impotence. In the first place fairly well equipped with observation . tweet 

due to palpable aggression on the part the ships in the Atlantic were stripped and ‘bombardment planes furnished by angle 

of ong or the other. Histgrically, to man the ships that were sent fo the our allies. With the armistice/ we SUITES 

Japan i& our friend. As a matter of Pacific. Three months ago, when I was scrapped our plant before we/ had j weigl 

fact, with the exception of the Shan- in California, even the ships/in the produced a well-rounded and adequate Th 

tung agreement, our whole history in Pacific, were fast becoming sé under-  assortnyent of machines and materiel. ure } 

the East has been a bright page of manned as to be nearly unayailable— And we have not as yet taken meas- cross 

honor. Japan owes us mych. /Sev- excepting the great battleship New ures to put aviation on a sound basis Tt. 

eral of the fapanese adyhirals that York and the four destroyers, the for its future development. Modern the t 

wrote her glorious naval History were crews of which were held in the ser- war, both, by land and sea, requires B” 

educated in the\ United States Naval vice to ¢onvey Josephus) Daniels on supremacy\not only on the Surface but strikit 

Academy. Ouk univérsities have his foo ie junket to Honolulu and below the Surface and abdéve the sur- euuor 

been thrown open to/ her citizens. back—a little jaunt that/cost the peo- face. Si sana with her usual tiles 

There has been mich fnutual associa- ple of the United States several hun- foresight, is making great strides to- tween 

tion of a friendly /and profitable. dred thousand dollars, establishing a ward the control of the/air. We are - deflect 

nature. There is nd4ound reason for new departure in the /employment of limping along Behind. tt has been my back | 

war between Jap and America. the fighting ships of the Navy. If we observation in oe both our ihe pr 

There is every yed§on why there have a Navy ete be manned and _ allies, England and France, that they depenc 

should never be a/ wat. It is to the we should not\remain under the illu- always have a well-thought-out con- upon a 

interest of Amefica to have Japan sion that the n aber of ships without crete plan and that goyernmentally we pos 

strong and rich.//It is to the interest Seamen constitute i Navy. _ Practically never have. & re 

of Japan to hay sie strong and 3: The need ‘of increased pay is 5. Is the Ameri¢dn flag on mer- Z - 

rich. Trouble between them can only obvious. The rowing volume of chant ships just for &@ season, or is it eo. ( 

come from séme dnt Witte am- Tesignations de eps ateH that the there to stay? Are/ve to go forward cS 

bition, some /injustifiable militaristic self-respect of naval officers and their to the establishment of a sound and setae 
and unholy policy of aggression. It concern for théir families would re- comprehensive mefchant-marine pol- a 

seems to me that Japan is at\the part- uire them to/ abandon their chosen icy, or are we to slide hack into our ana y 

ing of the ways. She has come down Profession if/they could not gain a pre-war dependen¢e upon\the shipping ee au 

the high road of a marvelous ‘national decent _living/ from its pursuit. After of our commercial rivals?\ Are we to pence 
development. Gheie now He the forks great delay the Secretary of the Navy, inaugurate a vast/scheme of cut-throat valet 

of the road. The question for\her is 1 am glad fo say, has ellis Spats oC MIDEL MOH SO) yoonopolize \the mari oe 
whether /she will turn down ine a scheme to relieve to AO time commerce jof the world, driving e som 

_of western liberalism, or whether she degree thjs unsatisfactoty condition. to the wall if /possible the merchant eae r L ern aliSty : 2 ——___f - shipping inter¢sts cf Great Britain, There 
will turn down the road of the un- (Control of the Air E F eat a 

i : \ | p France and the other nations \of the questior 
scrupulousness of German autocracy 4. The control of the \air was a cori. Nei f Giise But 

A plarn : ae j er of these do I\think ee 
and militarism. If she takes the road vital fa¢tor in the war on\ land and {4 phe the pr as See Ne : haces 

of western liberalism, all will be well was a very important element in the ee f T° fe y ae 3 does fatten? 

in the world. If she takes the road war on/ the sea during the Great War. ae Weed be Le even eau pen twenty 
of Germany, she will be the enemy of Neglect of aviation has become as Oe top Stan iu He vcanyine (Or ye may be 
the world, who will bring on the next dangerous as neglect of the Navy is comme and for the merchant ship- salvo if 

Armageddon. If wise statesmanship, and was before the invention\of the P'MS which is a mecessary auxiliary entire 

good manners and temperate counsel aeroplane. An English dirigible of the fleet. Neither should we desite herd 

preside over the destinies of Japan and, crofsed the Atlantic, landed at Long to crowd/out the shipping of friendly ing attac 

over the destinies of America, we Island and returned without mishap. nations which are dependent upon that Git less 

shall go forward in mutual amity and English and American ae shipping for prosperity and even ex- until qui 

confidence. likewise have crossed the Atlantic. A istence. But a just share of the carry- air navig 

Ships Without Men nation controlling the sea could ap- ing of the trade of the world is ours. and quit 

2. The second declaration of policy proach an enemy coast to Jaunch its, Sound business and sound naval policy longer ig 

explains itself. Ships without men do fleets of planes. The Army and the* demand that we secure it. cessful 

not constitute a navy. They are lit- Navy without an adequate supply of Henry BRECKINRIDGE, probable 

tle more than a junk heap. A navy aeroplanes are at a hopeless disadvan- President. gation | 
question | 
durar ce, 

ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL ane 

To Members of the Navy League: helped it grow to strength and influ- did greater things for the spirit of the met ep 2 

The Executive Committee has guar- ence. By this last act he gave it the nation, and today his virile patriotism Sst dan 

anteed a contribution of $500 to the honor of his approbation and support, is inspiring the rising tide of Amer- mous ty 

Roosevelt Memorial Association. I and perhaps you will permit me to icanism that is to purge the body that now | 

know this meets the unanimous ap- say that if the Navy League should politic of the virus of anarchy and anavy 

proval of the membership. choose between the antagonism of disloyalty. aa vy 

Early in its existence, Theodore Josephus Daniels and the approbation Will you make a subscription to In ord 

Roosevelt was a member and officer of Theodore Roosevelt, it prefers the make good this guarantee contribu- forcibly a 

of the Navy League. One of the last approbation of Theodore Roosevelt. tion? If your subscriptions exceed the the lay = 

acts of his life was to send it a sub- Theodore Roosevelt practically built amount of the guarantee, of course Boel RS 

stantial check, part of the receipts the modern Navy. It is fitting that as the contribution will be increased. of modern 

from his Nobel Peace Prize. By his Navy Leaguers we honor him. He HENRY BRECKINRIDGE. cruising at 

early connection with the League he wrought mightily for the Navy. He President. and \qiearis 

evident th:
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angles to the surface of the armor. sible for such a fleet to carry with it the fleet. They will argue that im- ee 

This matter will require careful study at all times, night and day, a sufficient provements and new inventions in fe 

and there must be a compromise be- number of air and sea planes to insure guns will more than keep pace with 

tween horizontal armor and a low immunity from air attacks launched the offensive devices with which 

angle turtleback in order to secure the from the coast of any first class power bombing planes can be equipped. But : 

surest average protection with a given acting on the defensive. it is believed that this theory will soon s 

weight of armor. The farther the fleet cruises from prove illusive, and that it will at no é 

| This principle is illustrated in Fig- its own shores and the nearer it ap- distant day be admitted that a fleet 

ure No. 2, a rough sketch showing a with unarmored decks cannot live at 

cross section of a turtleback ship. ‘ aes sea unless it absolutely controls the air | 

It is plain that projectiles striking g* Se above. Sea power will be subordinate | 

the turtleback between the points 5.) is Ee g: to or dependent upon air power. 

“B” and “C” wall penetrate ai the & 4 OS LOK The argument that improved ord- 

striking velocity is sufficient or if the iy faites 1p nance will destroy bombing planes 

armor is too thin, whereas the projec- ‘ Ue! Pee LY ee and thus secure protection for the 

tiles: which strike the turtleback be- ~# Ly> - 4 STEER fleet may be met by the prediction that 

tween “A” and “B” may be harmlessly ee Ge ee 7? ad My, ae improved bombs and means of drop- 

deflected. In other words, the turtle- eo eae See ping them skillfully and effectively 

back doubtless will deflect one-half BELT will more than keep pace with 4 

the projectiles, while the vessel must improved defensive ordnance. We | 
depend for safety from the other half proaches the hostile shore the greater may predict that a bomb may be pro- | 
upon a sufficient thickness of armor to will be the disparity of the nit Grcee duced combining the characteristics of 

resist the impact of projectiles with in fayor of the defending nation. In * contact bomb, a depth bomb and a ‘ 

the reduced velocity at long range. other words, the’ attacking fect must SUbMsniNe€ mine, and that an attacks 
It is evident that by making the line jnevitably lose vcommand of test esque (0? clsemciat cay make 

AB C a straight line from “A” to above it, and in this event its position circles around a fleet and plant these 

“C,” that is, by providing horizontal will become untenable and hopeless mines around and ahead of the col- ; 
instead of turtleback armor, the pro- Let us briefly picture the Penn umn or drop them on the decks. ; 
tection against all projectiles will be contest: e In either case such a combined form 

exactly the same at whatever point The attacking fleet must proceed in of bomb and mine will constitute a 

they may strike the horizontal deck. ¢ojumn or line formation. The enemy menace that cannot fail to jeopardize = 

In securing the certain deflection of can easily fix and constant! report if not destroy a big ship. If the bomb 

projectiles from one-half the ship, {he position of the fleet b hee of misses one ship it may hit the next 
therefore, by employing the turtleback — scout planes. A splat leer of astern; or, landing in the water, it Be 
we somewhat increase the danger of  hombing planes ea tee dispatched ™4Y act as a mine against any vessel 

penetration on the other half. from bases on the coast against the in the column that may hit it. Cec 

There must be a compromise. The fleet, and these planes delivering their In this brief article it is deemed un- = 
question must be carefully studied. fre in succession as they fly over the €cess@#y -to—diseuss_the_ attack _or pie 

But in any event it is perfectly plain column can return to their base for ™€nace presented by using ab. a 
| that vertical armor affords little pro- more bombs as soon as their supply is. M@tines, mines or torpedoes fired f 

tection against long range fire, and a exhausted. There need be no cessa- {7M destroyers. Everybody is more } 
twenty or forty million dollar ship tion of fire night and day or less familiar with these weapons 1 

} may be destroyed by a single shell or The fleet may be constantly threat- 2nd with their use of value against 
salvo if it is unprotected by horizontal ened by an unceasing rain of bombs big ships. The torpedo plane, how- ] 

i or turtleback armor. from numberless planes, and the at- ¢ver, invented by Admiral Fiske, U. 
; _ The danger to the fleet from bomb- ; S. N., gives promise of development 

Lud crgmctumeuned upcuevd oer ee 
a until quite recently Developments in f B 7 ivy Belper 

; yi OM E : one flank and ahead of a column of 
a air navigation have been very sudden y PY "ax : 

$. and quite astonishing. It is folly t Yy Qe Messe: raat tee wall be a_ good 
De 2 ho eee Y) se) hance of hittin; hi the col- 

y longer ignore the fact that the suc- Fig.2 Q Chance 01 Mubb Ne SMe Siip neice 

cessful transatlantic flights and the AY Do ee: Air or seaplanes circling Sa 

probable further advance in air navi- Pau WATER around ahead of an approaching fleet 

gation have demonstrated beyond ey Aone and choosing a favorable moment at 

question that the greatly increased en- d Y twilight, at dawn or under certain 

a durarce, range, reliability, speed and \ y weather conditions may attack with 

carrying capacity of heavier than air minimum danger to themselves and 

machines will scon render them the with maximum chances of a success- 

most dangerous enemy of the enor- tacking aircraft can, by reason of their ful hit. 
mous twenty-million-dollar vessels great spe Cea z M It must be remembered that the 

that now constitute the fighting line of ae Bee ee ee eae great speed of aircraft as compared 

a navy. will render their fire most effective With the speed of the fastest ships 
In order to bring this matter and best secure their own safety. gives the former a great advantage in 

forcibly and practically before even The attacking fleet in such a case the attack. They will not be easily 

the lay reader, let us imagine a fleet can rely alone upon anti-aircraft guns hit, particularly at night, and in the 
of modern dreadnoughts operating and for its defense when it loses control darkness they may fly comparatively 

cruising at some distance from its base of the air. There are officers, per- low. If the fleet uses searchlights it 
and nearing an enemy’s coast. It is haps, who will continue to place re- becomes the more vulnerable to the 

evident that it would be quite impos- ~ liance upon the defensive fire from attack.
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} 
It must be perfectly evident from a Time has fully justified his theory to coast defense. A vessel somewhat | 

f consideration of the foregoing dis- and opinion. Had Germany concen- resembling a large submarine running | 
cussion that the transportation of trated upon the development of air on the surface or awash, witli limited | 
large bodies of troops oversea in de- craft and secured three years sooner diving qualities, presents many fea- | 
fenseless transports with a view to the present endurance and reliability tures of defense against long range — 
landing on a hostile shore will be ab- of air and sea planes, the transporta- fire or air attack. 
solutely impossible in the future tion of troops from England and This question is of vital and im- 
against any nation provided with an America to France would have been mediate importance to the United | 
adequate air service, no matter how seriously imperiled. Air power, had States at this time. It behooves us | 
powerful the accompanying force of it been perfected sooner, would have to solve this problem without delay. 
destroyers and cruisers may be. It had a much more determining influ- If we fail by reason of in- 
simply cannot be done. No argu- ence upon the result of the war with difference some other nation will solve 
ment is necessary to prove it. Germany. it for us, and in the meantime | 

The United States, therefore, may It is perhaps too early and quite un- we will waste many millions in build- 
dismiss all thought of such an attack necessary to attempt to predict exactly ing and maintaining types of ships | 
by any foreign power in the future. what manner of ship will replace the that are doomed by present and future _ 
We are perfectly safe from invasion modern, costly and too vulnerable developments in air navigation alone. | 
except by an overwhelming fleet of dreadnought in the battle line of Naval officers should concentrate their | 
air craft, and such a contingency is future navies. That armored decks attention upon this subject at once and _ 
too remote to consider fora moment. _ or turtlebacks must be provided, and not be content with merely carrying \. 

In this connection I am in duty that the ship must be completely cov- on a routine. ; 
bound to pay just tribute to the far- ered by such protection, may be as- Admiral Fiske vainly urged the | 
seeing genius of Rear Admiral Brad-  serted with confidence. It is possible, vital importance of aeronautics in | 
ley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy. In 1913 therefore, that smaller and less ex- 1913. Admiral Peary, the Aero Club | 
Admiral Fiske suggested the use and pensive armored ships, with fewer of America and many officers of the 
immediate development of airplanes guns, large or small, and with minute Army and Navy have realized the 
as the simplest, cheapest and most under water subdivision, may be ultimate importance of air navigation. ; 
readily available means of defending forced upon us. Such men must not be discouraged, | 

; certain of our island possessions The sea range of future armored ignored or throttled in the future. | 
against invasion or capture by a for- ships may be greatly reduced, in which There should be immediate action. } 
eign power. case they will be more or less limited The time has come. | 

‘ 

This Little Pig W Tes ES ittle F1 - ent O S€a . 
Navy League of the United States, would find the fleet at least together to such an enemy as Japan might be. bese 

} Washington, D. C. wc Ne ee and_a_fighting unit—if it were-made=The-Panama Canal ificreases the mo- — ( 
ae ee that it may” such by enough men to man the guns. _ bility, not the divisibility, of the fleet. ee 

be of interest to you, I copy below an If the Japanese determined to make “Mr. Daniels made this division of 
} editorial which appeared in the Chi- war and lived upto their tradition, they the fleet, he says, without taking ex- 

cago Tribune of Sunday, October 26, would do something to the Panama pert advice. Admiral Badger, per- 
under the heading, “This Little Pig canal locks, or try to do something to haps, is the officer who says it is 

k Went to Sea”: ; them, before they allowed us to know all right—now. If Admiral Badger —_. 
\ “Secretary Daniels of the Navy says that it is their honorable intention to wants a suggestion for approving ex- 

that the fleet has not been divided. An make war upon us. They raided Port ecutive orders—after they have taken 
ineffective part of it is in the Atlantic Arthur before the Russians knew that effect—and of endorsing political 
and an ineffective part of it is in the it was anything but a tea party. moves, he might ask himself where 
Pacific. One battleship can fight. The “Possibly the Panama canal locks Admiral Fiske is at present. Fiske 
rest of it is laid up for men or repairs are impregnable. Possibly they are said things were not all right. In the 
or is so undermanned that it could not. We are gambling on the possi- same fashion any Army man who 
only fire guns from one side. But bility that they are. If the American wants a suggestion as to safe conduct 
it is not divided. It is in two places fleet, properly in commission, is a might ask himself when General Wood 

\ but remains a unit, because, as Mr. un‘t it is a protection for both the At- went to France. ; 
| Daniels says, the Panama canal makes antic and Pacific coasts no matter “The division of the Navy is a plain 

it possible to reunite the two parts where it is so long as it is not divided. piece of pork. It is our first bit of , 
oe a week. A ’ “It might be stationed off the Cape salt pork. It pleases the Pacific coast r. Daniels may be Simple Simon. | + &, ao PCane TH d aba : That would be one explanation, If 0f Good Hope or off Cape Horn an and does not protect it. 

| the Panama canal makes it possible to still be a protection because it would If Admiral Badger had been 
reunite the fleet within seven days it ‘tive upon the enemy line of com- moved to comment indulgently upon 
also makes it possible to place the munication, and if that enemy’s fleet Mr. Daniels he might have been in- : 
fleet entire where it is needed when it Were not powerful enough to destroy  spired to exclaim, ‘Ain’t he cute? He’s 
is needed. it, it would destroy the line of com- only six.’” 

“If anything happened to the locks munication. Yours very truly, a | 
of the Panama canal the disaster “Divided, it offers the best chance (Signed) B. R. CoLeMAN.
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In 1892 we built ten ships at once, two of them were | 

built in a house. They were launched a ship every Saturday for ; | 

sae eight Saturdays in succession, and on the ninth Saturday, we launched ; 

; two four-thousand-ton ships, and a tug. 

‘ This work was done without travelling craries or auto- 

matic tools. That winter we built a dry-dock 550 feet long, commencing 

Ehristmas Day and finishing it dune first. ; 
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A battery of Italian anti-aircraft cannon of 102 mm., mounted on powerful motor trucks and 

provided with jacks and extra long limbers 
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Long-range Italian gun of 152 mm. bore undergoing a test. Guns of this kind, with their high angle 

- fire, are excellent in mountain fighting
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That figures applied to the con- 7h Rate of wages paid ; think before the end of ten years we 

ditions of the United States mer- British. Pe ce would have ships enough to get this 

chant vessels in foreign trade 1% Pattern makers ...+.2>-.$9.00 — $18.00 | bounty in the first half of the year, 
years ago apply. practically the Machinists .......++.s0ae 8750, 15,00 | this bounty to be paid to.such ships 

game today, is the declaration of ates so auiggere oes? 1200) only as are owned in the United 
Capt. Alexander McDougall. Beatnik arala® eae es a0 ma eran States, and not earning government 

Captain McDougall prepared | Holders, on ...-.......:1 4.20 9:00 | bounty from mail subsidy, and vessels 
figures of this character January, Fitters up ...sseheeess+s 7.80 15.00 | made in this country from American 

1897, Recently he verified them, | Ship, carpenters -..-.-.-+ ae 13.00 | products, officered by citizens of the 
and he made the statement yes- PAINT OEE oe tek Ge eo Tae isioo | United States and the crew to be 

terday that there has been but Ship shed machine,men.. 7.20 15.00 | composed of one-half, at least, Amer- 

very little change. Bernese 6 Mer arty 10.80 |ican citizens when leaving home 
Drillers 022.6130, yoee cs wer 8,40 i1.00 | Ports. For the first five years of the 

‘ Shoat fron merken aaa oso ei Pee this premium, then, after 
, HX, M’DOUGALL. OR DEL: BHULAB hie vais tito: Se 0 at, at least two-thirds of the crew 

Po ee ete ee ean 1433 | must be citizens of the United States 
I think it {s opportune to publish | Laborers .........+-..++ 4.20 3.50| When the ship is leaving the United 

an article I prepared in 1897 and to|. To build a good merchant ship for Sete for a foreign port, and no 
addi that up to the first of July, 1914,|2l! the world trade in the United Poa to be paid on more than | 

i >| States at the present time will cost ,000 miles in the same voyage go- 
the conditions as expressed therein aS$| ,pout one-half more than in Great ing or coming. All other require- 

to the cost to build ‘and operate| Britain. Thus, a steamship. that | ments, such as government inspection | 

nited Beates merchant’ vessels'in for- | Would” cost “$800,000 In\dne United | 0% ail ofilccrs, Che; ana) the “sles 
eign trade have changed very little. [States would cost but $200,000 mn eatin tor ABepeance) cies DOL tose 

. Great Britain, so that for the life of | 8"¥ of the requirements of this bill, 
But much of the trade Is was anx-/that ship there would be $15,000 it all to be taken care of as usual. | 

fous to secure for the United States |yearly in favor of the British ship, Dale LE Cala eats oe se or 

me manufacturing, | 28 follows: i 2 Rees tha, Giada ee ae Insurance, 6% per. cent: interest, an if earned as above and paid out 
gone & 4% per cent; depreciation, 4 per cent, or such services, let us look at some 

Japanese. And even now, if United/on the $100,000 difference in first of the advantages that would be de- 

States capital goes into foreign built |’cost. Then would come the difference rived from it. 

ships, under the United States flag as|!n operating expenses, | crews peters ae Benefits to. Accrue. 
; . , ‘un : 

provided by the present laws, regula-|apency and exchange, all. of which | worth of. Ebipe eioba tectenlee ob 
tions, customs, consular conditions| we are not well skilled in its manip- | would grow up as from nothing. It 
and want of knowledge and experi-| ulation, which would amount to| would eventually cause to b: tis | 
ence in foreign lands in trade, the|nearly as much as the difference’ in | lished with us marine ey thoceon 
owners of these acquired foreign-built | first cost; all of which does at first | panies, banks to do direct? dade on 
ships could not exist against a for-|look very. discouraging to us, but a| ports of the world, no oh art 
eign ownership without some assist-| plan suggested later on may help us | directly, and would baie eal Sol me 
ance in the Way of protection. And|to overcome part or all this great | touch with all of th wa erica geaen 
without it, I fear that United States | difference, Otis. BLA SHEE the MOE | south 

capital will be slow to invest in ‘ g wi ie rient, which 
f Too Many Frills. must develop fast in the near future, 

United States ships. Different shipping bills have been | and whose trade others will acquire if 
Personally, I have no investments | introduced in congress in the last ten | we are not after it soon. The trade 

jn either coastwise ships of ship-| years, but some or most of them | from our Pacific coast is much great- 
pbuilding in the United States—only | have been loaded with frills and re-| er in tonnage and freight money than 
an honest interest in the welfare of | quirements of classification, societies, | many realize and its future more 
the nation. _ speed, ete., all of which would after- | promising in most all kinds of prod- 

Gives Wis taeea ward usually take care of itself, if | ucts. Many of these ships that would 
the proper assistance was at first | earn this money would go in trade 

The following are some ideas that | given by our government to help us| such as timber and lumber from the 
may help others to look at the condi-|introduce our own skill at sea and | East or West coast to Africa, when a 
tions of the shipping interests of this|to the world, and I think it can be | voyage between two foreign countriés 
country in connection. with the world | done, and. at the same time maintain | might be of advantage or with Pacific 
at large, and I hope may be the means | higher wages than paid in any othier | coast products to Europe, when some 
of leading more able men to foree the | country, both on manufacturing and | other trade would offer better than 
American ship upon the seas in great | shipping. More than $200,000 is paid | coming back in ballast or small ea i 
numbers. When a ship is made it is|to foreigners yearly to do our ship-j| so that it is fair to expect a good nae 
the nearest thing to life that man can | ping. If we could only do one-half of | of the time our subsidized oun wold 
create, and it becomes an agent for |this, what a commencement it would | be in a trade in which the; ae ian t 
the country to which is belongs; and, | be to the greatness which this coun-| earn this bounty. There if tenes 
for a large ship, the average owner-|try Will some day reach: I think | mous trade in the south & fee pat 
ship is more than 10 persons to one | we have more iron ore and coal than | of this country that i a Sain 
ship, so that if this ship is made to|all Europe, and of a good quality, | that would Socdivatanor asker eis ouly 
trade from its own country to other | opened and devel d, t i Sr ereat Situs f Dp up eveloped, and right | by having our own ship and numerou: 
countries, there is more than 10)/in amongst where the greatest part | agents in Huro t sane t ene 

agents created when the’ship is built.| of our. population lives, and can | lumber and ti a y ere caen 
The following table of the world's | ch : GE St ene ee tee ai ; cheaply. be brought to our coast. And | Indies, Central and’ South A: 
shipping, by Statistician Mulhall, will] @oubtless we have the skill to manu- | trying to sell th uae 
give some idea of the numerous| facture it into the various require- | tion refer ea tos Ges a ae oie 
agents some of the countries must/ments for home and foreign trade, | products fro chi Ce eee eee 

have to hunt up trade for so many|or to build ships from, and if we Neate gine 
ships, the probable average size of the | are in thig position we must do some- AdTanSAgEs V0 diaike Ftenion. 
ghibe neces in ae table being less|thing to give employment, to that The Mississippi valley would neces- 
ees Oe oes multitude of intelligent men who are | S@tily get a great benefit from our 

Tons ‘¢arry- idle in this country. But first let us |°W® Ship and its many friends, who 
SRR EN HUE insane Lo Ra, Ratio. see what makes so many of them peug all be working in dead earnest 

Scandinavian 1.222. 7... "412400000 8:8 | idle. © get each their share of the prem- 
German esyes eieeeeiere Sa70%008 8.0 Great Britain’s Progress, aa Steamship “lines from New Or- 
Ginh coc cccce hoagens - La|, ABOut fifty years ago we began | cone, and in more regular trade thas 
United States ....../2:. 1/680;000 34] building railroads. About the same |‘jow ? ae Roe regular trade than 
Ttallan! ...sa.s0s-cseen ce 440, 000 2.8|time Great Britian began to build w, for the owners, agents, and 
Russian + .6+- eee. cere ee 1,280,000 2.4 managers would be of the peole with 
Various 2... cscseeeeeree 4,280,000 si9|Ships of iron. And, particularly | us, Our northeast st 7 Nataia ——_| since our last war, we have built] aniy derive th cone. would Drob- 

Total. ve .vees es cee + 448,840,000 100.0 | railroads so fast it) was the cause of ic all: e the greatest advantage 

the greatest outlay of capital ever | ene)’: The lake region would re- 
America’s Small Tonnage. knowns most “of whith) came. from coe a great indirect benefit because 

It will be observed by this table | Other countries, until, if you look at tte oe ene coal depos- 
—that-we-have only about 34% per cent |# Failroad. map: of this country, you | hy the building of ships © stimulated 
of the world’s tonnage belonging to | can hardly see the states for the rail- | direct touch a cn DE fee being in 
this great country, and the most of |Toads, and the people got rich and| Jy fact, atabe i Son OR eaeh eee 
that is employed in our coasting trade, | Prosperous from the trimmings incl-| part of’ th Unite nee IBS ae any. 
WhIGh Hontoreizn’ vessel can do; gndi| dent to bulldtie aide pperating’ there | 501 oc. a aurea eg 
that part which is employed in for-|Tailroads, which roads opened up| fon sur’ o. reek or dndirect benefit 
eign trade is either running at a loss | new fields and mines, and from such | 7 leedenit MBAR AREY Saedee ots Hee 
oF under some peculiar: Hdvantages,}rich laude gteaty@fopl’ were wralsed| 25 ts, 5 or Run mae oe He 
such as the few sailing ships that |that required machinery to handle | 49 Ree t would require 300 ony 

carry cargo from the east coast to|duickly and cheaply; and with the |.) la ne Se Te aoe 
the west coast of the United States |mixed intelligent population from |i °Wonin recto in tne Cee BHF 
\(protected trade), and then go from |Hurope and Yankee ingenuity farm- | 7). vary ere ath Tuy ee, puny t0 
there foreign with grain, lumber or |ing implements of all descriptions shi, ed 5 eh ein erty oe cand 
products of our west coast, so as to| were invented, larger crops and |¥,, a is throughout this country 
get back again to the east coast, gen- | cheaper transportation to seaboard me be insufficient to meet the de- 
erally in an indirect way. And it is} Were obtained, and a high state of nate ae wee even be unable to 
in the protected part of the voyage | Prosperity was with us till about four | fecrey teeny Cohign vote ae or Bre 
usually the only profit is made. years ago. We were a live commer- wegtee: rate which would increase in 

Lately, on our Pacific coast, my at- Clal people, having jabout 250,000 el sean ate ata ee eee 
tention was called to the lumber trade |CO™mmercial travelers stirring up sbeel leat eee ee eis that is carried on between Puget | trade with ourselves, until 1t only re- | ino oe ae new shipyards, machine 
sound ports and South Africa and|@ired a few days to introduce a males aia fee a ec ate other foreign countries, where there |W thing all over the United States. | |, nthe actorles which would start 
were two American steamers of about | But ‘this live trade was only with | /? yi. poet Hatt es Ue SOR nant 
4,000 tons capacity each that would | Urselves, and, for the want of our eHicoe ae ecule in the towns aud | 

liked to have carried some of this |W? ships, we had built a wall| i o7,’ SEU eo farmers | 
foreign product, but could not take |4round ourselves and we had over- poecae a Sa essrence ABE Uae Bale | 
ihe low. reise offered, when in came |@oHé the railroad Building, ap; thatli7 jg er emer coe 
two’ English tramp steamers of about. St present there “ate. more athanie }t0s"" oes eo e ne en ore eras 
6,000 tons capacity each and took | Million men idle, many of whom were Jee f farming products, for it is 

amay canghadioe tile tunber- I got | employed rini’bullding ‘railroads, ana'| sory even. That some wil Bev tp 
the wages paid on these different | also in the operation of ‘roads which Oe re areas ee aaa 
steamers, and when it is known that | have had to cut down their large | “* 
the United States steamers, although | forces. ine Will the Outcome Be. 
they may be smaller, cost more than Difference in the Cost. © question may’ he asked: What 
the large foreign steamers, and when| The difference between the cost of will become of this ocean shipping of 
the following comparative list of |building, owning, and operating an | CUTS at the end of the ten years? If 
wages paid on-each is taken into con- | ocean-going ship of today of the it ig then known to be a good thing, { 

sideration, the matter {S” easily ex. | Uatted States—_and that of some of | POunty can be continued a few, 
plained. The trade Se see gouutrles 15 “about Veors longer. But. there fs = fair | 

ii ramp steamer, the American | eduar PTO alee et ee ee a ACO, our rt Or eanlaiSS We 

ani pat Beles in it as far as foreign |ton per 100 miles carried at ee ‘Pwoutr-tearn=ethe art of muchechsaper | 

trade is concerned. that if our government could give | Construction —and CR estima aia 
Dam ckvative ‘Seale. of) Wires a bounty of two cents per ton per might get along without further i-"] 

Be isis: te tha Gann ative: 100 miles an American ship would | tect assistance from our government, 
wine ae ae can paid: carry a ton of freight from the Unit- | 28 in the case of the trade done by | 
icales ; s' : : ants oa ed States to any foreign country, or United States ships on the great | 

areas tramp steamer of about 4, that would carry a ton of freight lakes, which at present’ is much 

ERS: is, percmonth .-s.-...<sesse 058a0000'| from,” any’ forelen. country ito the | StCler than all the ocean trade done 

Second mate, per month .......+++-+ 80.00) From the | Treasury of the United y a protecte 

GHine eatinteet ba mont 222002 eoi0e | States by reports made to or obtained | rau And Cee a eetition 
Eizst assistant, per month .......... 90.00|from customs officers at ports in the build from, experience, competition 

econd assistant, per month ......... 80.00] United States, and by reports to or | With each other, and forcible, intelli- 

Third afeatane, per month <<.----:! 1000 | from United States consula in forelgn | ent management, with improved ap- 
Bix firemen $20 bor month .2....1., 30000 | Ports, taken from the ship’s mani- | Pliances to quickly and cheaply han- 
Six coal passers, $10 per month ...., 240.00 | fest, and by Washington time, exact | dle cargo. They will have learned to 

And peers in all 34 Mato and, if on| hour and date, which would be for- | 40 the cheapest transportation in the 

SE ee Ma ion teahabeee roe warded to the treasury department to | World, for, notwithstanding the fact 
Statements, third mate and one or two more|be filled in the order of time’ the|that high, wages are paid, Jake ships 
then must be furnished. Provisions per day | voyage might be finished, so that Bee ee et a orott: at rates sate 
per i . in case there has not enough been | ha! e' cost of doing the same work, 
tonritish: tramp “steamer of about 6,000 2% Ccpriated, the first In and on rec- | With the same ‘ships, on the same 

Captain, per month ............+-...$ 90.00] ord will earn the premium, and like draft of water, of ten years ago, This 
Bia Deb ROM sag irr ascs ea soin8 most all other classes of business|comes from forcible, intelligent 

Sie anliora $iPe0 por monih’....1.2. 19800] there is a fair chance it will be over- | Knowledge of Tow to do the hork, 
Chief engineer, per month .......:. 75.0)|done at times, *~ |and much of the same results, I 
Savana engineer, per monta ......... 57.50 The sum to be paid not to exceed |think, would come if we had _ ten 

Bbind seiner, Pos manth 7 e.* Bhd) | $50,000,000 in ten. Years, to: he, paid)| Yeats of bleh net C8 Way au eee 
‘And others, in all 26 men. Provisions per | about as follows: Other Advantages. 

day per man cost about 34 cents. Binet Wear, .+sacchvetetesieses.s-$:8,000,000) ~ The advantages, of) making, ownine, 
No oilers or coal passers carried. Second year ............. 22.2... 4,009,000 }and operating our own ships, and 
On the Atlantic coast the difference | Third year .....-+.+.-++.+++++++ 5,000,000 | then, through 2 subsidy such as this, 

is not so great, because there is more Parte SUNG RASC ore ae eee hunting for trade both ways, cannot 
shipping and more foreigners in port |sixth year (.1).¢./2.0IIULIIIIED [000,000 | be seen at a glance. There are so) 
to draw from. Now let us look at | Seventh year .--..sssseeesueeee+ 5,000,000 | many good featureg to it in so many | 

the men who build the ships and the | Eighth year --r-rrsr+csrrereeres §,000,000| ways, directly and indirectly. It | 
wages ‘paid in European. shipyards | Meth Year cocrtrcstircrsttirtr Boggroog | Should ave careful, honest consid- | 
and in the yards of this country, and rosees | eration, and not the sentiment of; 

you will see why the difference of first Total ...--++--+-++-++++.++++-$50,000,000 | foreign shipowners and their agents. | 

cost. The salaries paid to the office Manner of Paying Subsidies. I think the art of shipbuilding and 

and designing force is about double It is necessary to begin on smaller|the cheapest system of operating 

the salaries paid in European ship- | amounts, for there are not yet ships|them is now at hand, and that we 

yards. to earn oa and, after the sixth|may yet be among the foremost in 

s . . year, we should have had such exper-|this matter, even if we pay more to | 

Roe or, Sebald jence as to enable us to sail on with] our intelligent workers; so let us as- 

The following is a comparative list | less direct assistance. And with the |sist the ship somewhat along these 

of wages paid in British and Ameri- | live enterprise of our people, when a | lines and make three or four hundred 
can shi * 7 ~ paying investment presents itself, I modern built ships trading to and
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These boats and their consorts can store 
armaments and amunition as safe and cheap 
or cheaper than any storage on shore in 
arsenal warehouse or docks accessible 
for shipment. They and their men and 
equipment can come from the interior 

Z to protect the exterior.
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In 1914 Lyman E. Gauge said, "Make the United States 
like the porcupine, and all the other animals will leave 
him alone”, 

About this time the war rumblings in Evrope disturbed 
many people in the United States . At that time I thought 
out the following plan of sea-going canal boat, when it 
was evident that we needed 500 for the Canal and more than 
500 for Coast trade. Then the New York Canal was promised 
to us in 1916, and we were busy installing great Mortar 
Cannon to protect the Panama Canal, and much about this 
was illustrated in the United States papers. 

I conceived a plan of boat for this Canal and Coast- 
wise trade that would trade on the Great lakes, Canal, and 
our Ocean Coast, all of uniform size and dimengions that, 
duting peaceful times would carry our products from the 
Interior;and, in war times, fit them with armament, men 
and material from the Interior to go quickly to our Coast 
to protect our Exterior from the enemy, by their originally 
having their form and construction just right for both 
the purpose of a Merchant Vessel and Entrenched FPortifi- 
cation, as illustrated , also as a sea-going ship thet 
wind and waves alone could not destroy, also practically 
torpedo proof, owing to the strong air-tight hatch and 

the meny compartments so easily made. The lete war has 
proven my ideas of the destruction possible to enemy ships 
through their decks. Naval men of: exnerience called 
attention to the greater necessity of deck armor whieh 
our entrenched and invisible ships so able to destroy. 
Thus a fleet of such ships owned by a company could by a 
nominal yearly sum, or subsidy, per ship, have a great 
fleet ready to go and load their war outfit on short 
notice and go to any of our Coasts, the Atlantic or 
the Pacific. 

The cost and upkeep of one ship like the present 
ship "CALIFORNIA" now building, with aboutl100 officers 
and crew, and costing about Twenty Million, and her 
insurance, would in subsidy, take care of about a hundred 
of these 5000 ton sea-going canal boats that would always 
be kept ready to take on the porcupine quills that the 
bear, lion, double-headed eagle or skunk would either 

fear or resrect. 

Their low cost of construction, operation and main- 
tenance will foree 500 of them into canal use and one 

: thousand or more-into.Coast trade. Their guns and ammuni- 
tion ean be stored along their route or their Consorts at——- 
anchor cen hold in fresh water cheaner than in an arsenal 
or port at a loading wharf. 
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The U. S. S. California, Uncle Sam’s greatest superdreadnought, as she will appear when speeding under full head- | 

way. The “California” will carry the heaviest armament of any fighting craft afloat on the seven seas and will be 

driven through the water by electricity. The launching which has taken place at the Mare Island Navy Yard, Cal- | 
ifornia, attracted more attention than any similar event since the war. The vessel will probably become the new } 
flagship of the Pacific Fleet under Admiral Hugh Rodman. Mrs. Randolph T. Zane, daughter of Governor 

Stephens, will be sponsor of the California 
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TRANSMARINE BULLETIN wharves, warehouses and piers. Much of this traffic can be ance. The locomotive cranes are able to handle any size 

readily diverted to Port Newark ‘ferminal, which is ideally parcel that a shipper offers. 

located for a trans-shipment base. This logically solves the Barge! Service to Buraio) 

congestion problem and eliminates the nuisance of lighterage, 

THE which is a constant burden and handicap to exporters. Te officials of the Transmarine Corporation have been 

e e It must be borne in mind that Newark Bay is a part.of New quite aware of the splendid facilities of the Erie Canal, 

Transmarine Cor oration York Harbor—it is the reserve power of our great Eastern and ube on ee s ee eae ee ae aes 

Gateway, and though only partially developed, it has proven Wereemmediately era) Wee neat Breck Canal) Dares OAS 

e its right to consideration at the present time. Vessels Oe modern BES with ac. We capacity oS ay tons), Were 

Service drawing 20 feet of water are accommodated, and the city of ra on the shipwave au ena Gy mor ee 

Newark will shortly begin dredging the present channel to a fhe season cldsedh more ihanie thousand tonsiot Hcient/were 

| depth of 31 feet. The government, too, is actively interested transported between Bora Newdresands Butala. Ubrewsh 

A Brief Survey of This New Company of in its development, and but two weeks ago the Committee paces Be BIOS as Ee et ane 

° . is 3 * on Commerce of the United States Senate inspected the NessrisvandLransmarne barges to Port Newark Wave Doce 
the Submarine Boat Corporation and its Sister B : ; ea Pp established. These canal carriers also serve “T” Line steam- 

ay. It is not at all unlikely that within a few months the : z : ; 

Organizaticn, the Atlantic Port Railway, Federal authorities will supplement the efforts of the pro- Crear e0cde siipped tou tora ieee Tans O 
Ne 6 Pieces people of Newark. these barges are now under construction and will be ready 

Outlining the Present Sccpe of for service when navigation opens in the spring. Others will 

their Operations The Transmarine Corporation, cognizant of the natural and be added to the service consistent with shippers’ demands. 
artificial advantages of Port Newark Terminal, is drafting : F ae 

. . . each feature into use for the immediate benefit of the shipper Ue BU ria Oe cert ke ete ae eres 
Ae Transmarine Corporation, situated at Port Newark et cdite ex aoriing His freight with & os known as the Abbott Road Dock. Like Port Newark, it is a 

‘Terminal of Newark Bay, is a component company of the Meg cad qainien RRO nES a 1 os 2 ae Lae ee perfectly appointed trans-shipment base, occupying 35 acres 

Submarine Boat Corporation, whose main offices are at 5 la ee P ae ae cat ee an the att On tne A of land. There is a concrete dock trontage of nearly 2,000 

Nassau Street, New York City. The same is true of the i i a a eu He ; ae a 2. ne ae RS ee cee feet and another 1,000 feet available for development. Three 

Atlantic Port Railway, which is an industrial steam carrier ce Pe one ‘i = ee aes ae 2 oe ae Ne large newly-constructed fireproof warehouses are utilized for 

controlling 26 miles of tracks and serving the Transmarine ae ae a Bearman ie i oer oi a ae if storage purposes. The “spot shipment” plan has become 

steamers at Port Newark with freight consigned for export. | Lee ae = Tne ee ie ee & aoe N ee very popular with Western manufacturers who desire to stock 

It connects with all the principal transcontinental trunk lines. | ia fee Be a is eng Re se . Shes ae up while awaiting the opening of navigation on the Barge 

It dovetails the rail and ship features, and the nuisance of | ae CG ae Rone qe ant He ale 2 ae Srcamtens Canal. As at Newark Bay, barges are loaded directly from 

lighterage, a capital sin in New York Harbor, is entirely ae aor jan a has been cut again by directive effort—no rail to ship, and the most modern freight-handling electrical 

eliminated. | Berscrage, nese pele peo, Getta aan clay, wae aee equipment has been installed to expedite shipments. The 
Newark Terminal. : . 

Hn Gana Seavine tracks of the D., L. & W. Railroad serve the Buffalo Terminal, 

‘ ae Loading and Storage Facilities while indirect connections are made with other trunk lines. 
Le Havana service of the Transmarine Line is a popular HIE principal diepihae hea iG a Seah : ee na 

line with shippers who desire rapid service at the mini- T F DEncIDe Com aty, See EBe ransmarine Corporation This is, in brief, a resume of the principal activites of the 

Bag menek Ben eeedockine “feiiies at Ataress Dock, e is selling to shippers is Service—a real, whole-hearted, co- Transmarne Corporation of Port Newark, New Jersey. Its 

Havana, enable “T” line steamers to discharge rapidly and operative policy of service. The Terminal equipment at Port principal mission in the shipping world is Service—real ser- 

Pee igh ie aronod: Newark is the most modern available. The loading dock, vice. Its personnel consists of trained traffic men, shipping 
which is more than 4,000 feet in length, has a double track experts who are capable of pointing out the peculiar advan- 

Since the beginning of the Havana service last fall, nine running from beginning to end. Twenty ships can be berthed tages of Port Newark Terminal which have been capitalized 

ships with a total of 40,000 d. w. tons cleared Port Newark here with ease and for more than 3,000 feet a trestle, equipped by the Transmarine Corporation for the benefit of shippers 

Terminal, and at present a schedule of fortnightly sailings is with locomotive and steam cranes, has been erected to serve who desire to make use of Greater New York Harbor with 

maintained. This will be increased as the demand of shippers the steamers from the cars on tracks below. Parcels weigh- lighterage and subsequent delay eliminated. 

justifies. ing over ten tons are accommodated by a large gantry crane Finally, impress this on your mind: The principal activity 

Terminal Facilities at Port Newark. which has a lifting capacity oF 70 tons. * There are no limita- obutie: Transmarine Corporation is Gueie 

Lo commercial virtues of Port Newark Terminal are ee eer cope eo? hens Une lservice: 

obvious. Situated on the west shore of Newark Bay, it is Port Newark Terminal is ideally located for a trans-ship- 
within a five-mlie radius of all the great transcontinental rail- ment base. Warehouses, constructed of fireproof material For further information, write, call or telephone. 

roads which have their termini on the New Jersey side of the and equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, are suitable 

Hudson. These steel highways of the productive Middle for >rotected storage. Automobile manufacturers, interested TRANSMARINE CORPORATION 

West and Great Lakes district carry more than forty per in “spot shipments,” are taking advantage of this feature. 

cent. of the total freight export from the United States. New Moie than 100 acres are now available for open storage. GENERAL OFFICES: PORT NEWARK, Nod: 

York Harbor, with all its splendid features, cannot assimilate The’e is a private police and fire department on the premises, 
nor accommodate the increasing traffic that pours into her giving a maximum in protection and the minimum in insur- Chicago Office, 208 LaSalle St. Buffalo Office, 542 Abbot Road 
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| a The Guns of P | ) : e€ Guns O anama / 

The Powerful Defenses at the Terminals of the Canal 

By Charles M. Maigne, U.S. A. 

ope integrity of the Panama Canal is, of course, wrought into the forms of the mightiest engines of war in its breast the sunken mortar pits, also concealed; 

of more importance to the United States than to any ever known to man, and with these guns have gone dis- and it is even whispered that caissons will sink to the 

other country. appearing carriages and ammunition, electrical appli- bed of sandbars and support artificial islands of concrete 

Built by money and brains, furnished by our people, ances, and searchlights, shiploads of steel girders and and steel in which will be emplaced invisible batteries. 

.. She’comity of nations demands that its use and benefits a countless array of cement barrels containing the gray At war’s approach, the fairways will be strewn with 

5 ./ be extended to the world at large in the interests of | dust from which the concealed gun emplacements will mines, to be exploded, either on contact with an enemy's 

development and commerce; so upon its completion, in be built. hull, or by the pressure of a tiny key in a secluded 

time of peace, the great gates will swing open in wel- Suppose the canal were not amply defended. Before house, from which telescopes have marked the approach 

come to any vessel which sails the seas and pays the the impending crisis of naval battle between the fleets, of the hostile ships and where dexterous fingers have 
toll which must be exacted for = the invading ships would have overwhelmed the slender plotted on maps the positions in the mine square of the 

the maintenance of the water- io defense and shattered doomed vessels. At night, the quiet fingers of great 
way. The laws and customs of — searchlights will sweep over the mine fields, and an 
the civilized world and the ess at * * attempted raid by ~smail 

precepts of international — = . — 2 a || boats will be checked and 

\ law are primarily for the g Soe yaa eT . % crushed by the rapid-fire bat- 
preservation of peace, at : es a 3 a) eg teries which guard the plant- 
home and abroad. Peace is Xs Pe anee $F] oe ed mines. 

the.rule and war is the ex- if ¢ 5 § any i is N ; The guns which will con- 
ception, aud that the world : 5% oat | iz Wy a] \\ L\\ i stitute the main strength of 

\ jet large may reap the bene- 5 : ey a z has the defenses will be of vari- 

/~ fits of the canal the relation sei ee y . Cdl Y _ ) 3 c . ous sizes. Chief among 
f of other countries with the ede ke & ba them will rise the giant 

United States must be amic- eto \ 16-inch gun, thieruissl pow= 

able. To the merchant ma- swe ; Be : aR \\ erful in all the: yorld. Then 

rine and the squadrons of i Peo 2. \\ will come the 14-inch rifles, 
friendly powers, then, the “ ee yy) a surpassingly deadly, the 

canal stands for peace. \ La A % : 12-inch mortars, against 

But there is a deeper sig- : z Bt as & aN whose plunging shells no 

nificance to this country un- ry >< \ BA * ship’s deck armor may avail, 

derly ing the toil and trouble, NN . Pa nae. \ and the. 6-inch rapid-fire 

the money and men which + econ) po’ sein, \ mee guns, to cover the mine fields. 

hay gone into the making | er | ee a is see In the history of warfare 
of this gigantic engineering i C23; ARBs: y - ‘ ‘: there have been guns of larg- 

triumph. | ee Se is er bore than that of these at 
The shifting courses of | . sh SES ss miner nce = apace a Panama. During the civil 

war may never be forecast- f ae Saar CL ECS ee t war, smooth-bores hurled 
\ ed, and it is easily conceiy- | Boo ae =a ba 2 e a . spherical shells of 20 inches | 

| able that from a tiny spark = : Sus diameter, and there is the. 
of difference between us and a { ; well authenticated story of 
some other first-class power, Panama Canal Defenses—14-inch breech-loading rifle. a Turkish gun with a bore | 
a cyclone of events and pop- Length, 48 feet; weight, 69 tons; weight of projectile, 1,660 pounds; range, 18,000 yards; penetration, 13 inches. of 24 inches; but neither of | 

vier; opinion might readily mv these guns would have the 
fan a blaze of war which would bring to our coastline it until they could glide into the locks and take their slightest effect against modern armor, and their range 

a foreign fleet, less powerful than our Atlantic and Pa- choice of pushing through in an attempt to crush our was about equal to that of our 30-caliber rifle, now in 

cific fleet combined, but superior to either alone. weaker fleet on the far side, or lay a charge of high the hands of each infantryman. 

| The successes of the greatest military genius who explosive within a lock wall or the Gatun dam or The range of the 16-inch gun is about twenty-one 

' ever lived, Napoleon Bonaparte, were founded upon wreck the gates, and then decisively defeat our small miles at an elevation of 45 degrees, and the shell that — 

dividing an enemy superior in numbers and overwhelm- fleet on this side before our opposite fleet could round twists its swift way high above the plane of sight 

ing the severed wings in detail. Strategy, whether of the Horn and effect a junction. weighs 2,400 pounds. There is no armor in the world 

the land or sea, has not changed in its fundamental Suppose the canal were sufficiently defended. While can withstand the terrific impact of this mighty missile, 

principles with the perfection of modern armament ; the foreign fleet was pounding away in a vain attempt propelled by a charge weighing 650 pounds. 

and to prevent the junction of our Atlantic and Pa- to silence our land guns, summoned by wireless, both The conical shell itself lacks but two inches of being 

cifie fleets, a foreign squadron, to win its way, must of our fleets would be hurrying down their coasts to the 6 feet long, is taller than the average man, and it has 

strike promptly and strike hard at the Panama Canal. canal; and, with the army’s triumphant guns holding an average penetration of 17 inches of the hardest 

Panama Canal is Greatest Naval : off the enemy, the far fleet would slip through the armor at all the fighting ranges. There is no such 

Strategic Point in Whole World. oN canal, the junction would be effected, and the enemy armor afloat. At the muzzle, the shell will penetrate 

History shows us that the out- : 2 crushed by our combined fleets. Let us see how these 25 inches of armor. 

come of wars has laid low the might q defending guns will be placed. The plan of the fortifi- It requires about sixty men to serve this:gun. Of 

and majesty of many a powerful na- cations will not be given out; but ordinary reason the sixty there are about twenty-five actually operating 

tion, has even swept the very individu- 7 tells us that the guns will be about evenly divided the gun itself; the remainder are engaged in the neces- 

ality of a mighty people into an absorption 7 between the eastern and western entrances to sary occupations of receiving the range and elevation 

by the conquerors, and left but a tarnished 3 the canal. The hills near the sea _ will and computing firing data, in telephone service and 

name on its pages to tell of past glories. What 9 shadow dun, turf-covered emplacements. magazine service, and in supplying the gun with its 

has been may be once again. For where would "i “- Islands, small and large, will each nurse charges and projectiles. The service rate of fire, sus- 

our engineering feats, com- "See tained in battle, is about one 
merce, wealth, unity, our ae Bie ee TTS shot a minute, delivered with 

country, stand if an enemy’s | A Rar ee Oe gt ees ia) | marvelous accuracy. It is 
mail-shod foot pressed us, j ‘ j pea i AR eR is Eines ae entirely possible to greatly 
defenseless and defeated, in- | e sath Pe ies re a Beene Fee Te (hs 3 : : increase the rate of fire, but 
to the ground? We should . 3 Lo ~ Beker eet he ( ‘eo any such increase will al-_ 
be broken, disintegrated, | ais od aN Ls eoiga Seee Pao ae pee. j ways be at the expense of | 
prostrate at his merey, our t sae ee i 7 Prdpiaia rea eee, Rage ys) accuracy, and a discharge of } 
wealth in his coffers, and his as =*4 NG a wR Pet or) i the gun costs far too much to 
Nag above our heads. The | os ee eae Ke 3 . “Wis, Bret ae Sas ae ; ope | waste ammunition for the 
Panama Canal, the connect- } a ~ as ek | ei sake of a mere record. i 

ing. link between our severed i ford a N BS a 4 i Rigi Boa Fe f One shell from this gun, 

squa(irons, stands, therefore, — | ee cn y \ ies ee epi with the charge, costing 
in its greatest meaning, to | “i ®, ee z _ Pie.) Bee ee about $1,027.50, should it 
the people of the United Cees y bate eee } find its billet, as it probably — 
States, vot for peace, but for featur ees a : ei will, would probably disable — 
war, and to preserve its - ‘ 4, — a 4 ; a battleship costing in the 

usefulness, to us, against the 4 Sn 's aes) } neighborhood of ten millions | 

greatest thine of need, it f of dollars. The gun-makers 

must bristle with guns suf- ig Sos $s = ;: ae : rie ee : have rather the better of the 

ficient to defend if against re > Ruki ee eae , — yr competition with the armor 
any possible foe! be ee Peery me — Snr Sere EOETT ae Ber manufacturers. Ships are 

To insure that it remains eee ii | eee k Pecan ee { i? now carrying about their 
ours we have already limit in steel armor. 

shipped to the ports of the Panama Canal Defenses—12-inch mortar. The 14-inch guns, which 

ee Length, 16 feet 8 inches; weight, 17 tons; weight of projectile, 1,076 and 700 pounds; range, 19,000 yards; ee ea ee 
thousands of, tons of steel, pentration, any deck armor. (Concluded on page 385.)
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